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To the Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George, M.P., Prime Minister.

Sir,

In compliance with the request contained in the accompanying letter from the late
President of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries I am instructed by my colleagues to forward
to you herewith the first part of our Report.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) SELBORNE.

30th January, 1917.

Dear Lord Selborne,

(Enclosure .)

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

4, Whitehall Place, S.W.
15th November, 1916.

You know that I have for some time past felt that the scope of your enquiry was so far-
reaching that it might be advisable for you to consider the propriety of making an interim
Report upon those aspects of the question which require legislation. I do not know what the
general view of your Committee may be : in my opinion, as I indicated in evidence, I feel that a
guarantee of prices, siipplemented by a guarantee of wages, would provide the strongest founda-
tion upon which to build agricultural reconstruction. I enquired of the Prime Minister whether
he had any objection to your Report being divided into two parts. So far from viewing the
suggestion in any hostile spirit, he says he is quite willing to accept any decision you may come
to. He did not press for an interim Report, as being a matter upon which the Committee itself
can best judge

;
and so far as I am personally concerned I hope that your colleagues will consent

to this course.

I may add that Acland’s Committee on Afforestation is now considering an interim Report—I believe he hopes to present it to the Reconstruction Committee very shortly.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) CRAWFORD & BALCARRES.
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LIST OF MEMBERS AND TERMS OF REFERENCE.

. 1. The Prime Minister appointed in August, 1916 a Sub-Committee of the Beconstruction
Committee composed as follows :

—
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with the following terms of reference :
—

“ Having regard to the need of increasing home-grown food supplies in the interest

of national security, to consider and report upon the methods of effecting such increase.”

2. In November, 1916 the Prime Minister appointed the following additional members

to represent Irish interests on the Sub-Committee :
—

The Most Bev. Dr. Kelly, Lord Bishop of Boss,
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RECONSTRUCTION COMMITTEE—AGRICULTURAL
POLICY SUB-COMMITTEE.

PAST I. OF THE REPORT.

To the Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George, M.P. Prime Minister.

Sir,

The following are the terms of reference given to us by Mr. Asquith :
—

“ Having regard to the need of increased home-grown food supplies in the interest
national security, to consider and report upon the methods of effecting such

of national security, to consider and report upon
“increase”;

Committee
0 S&Ve US^ title °* tbe Agricultural Policy Sub-Committee ” of the Reconstruction

2 '

+

d
?
sire at the outset to explain that we were informed that the question asked usaid not refer to war but to post-war conditions, and our Report is drawn up from that pointol .view only. Nevertheless, it is evident that for some time after the War agriculturemust be seriously affected by the conditions which have prevailed during the War. Anvinducements and assistance, which the farmers receive now to keep their fields cultivated

r to cultivate additional land, will hear fruit in the post-war period, and may even he'
a

,

s fllrect steps towards the object we have in view. We trust, therefore, that
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matter of importance that the food which \ m
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and gradually

farmer farmed his land than it had in the desiX whfel
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?cer* ln methods by which a

Tim years 1870 to 1878 were not years of agricultural de
^ 3eTe^er adopted for his jewellery,

kept his land under the plough and grew cereal .

and in thera a farmeU who
1878 the area of arable land in Englfnd and WnH made
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fair Profi^- Nevertheless, in

area of permanent grass increased in proportion a

1J by 222
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>
while tbe

without interruption
, though at a slower rate uA HP J?®

pr°Cess of conversion continued
ivas that, although arable cultivation paid

^ meafaud
**** 1879 - The for thispaid, meat and milk were often more profitable than
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corn, and that grass farming while involving less risks to the farmer from the seasons, brought
in equal or greater profits with less trouble and anxiety.*

6.

In the years following 1875, there commenced a period of agricultural depression whichm varying degrees of acuteness lasted till 1907. Before 1876 our deficiencies in wheat were in
the mam supplied from Northern Europe, a region affected generally by the same climatic
changes as the British Isles It therefore, came to pass that mhad season/wheat'was” imported
mto tlie United Kingdom, broadly speaking, at United Kingdom prices, which in such cireum-
stances were high prices But after 1876, our deficiencies in wheat were in the main supplied
from ISorth America, where the climatic conditions were wholly different, and where bumper
crops were often produced m seasons which were bad in Europe. So it happened that after
1879, when a considerable proportion o± the seasons were bad, instead of high prices accompanying
bad seasons prices steadily fell In the ’seventies the average price of wheat had been over
50* a quarter; by 1885 wheat had fallen to 82*. 10d., and oats to 20*.- 7d. a quarter in England
and Wales; m 1894, wheat fell to 22*. 10d. a quarter, and in .1895 oats fell to 14*. 6d. It
is doubtful whether enough attention has been given to this period of depression or its effects.
The loss it entailed m the capital invested in the cultivation of the land by landowners and farmers
anf* Ua^e? °.^ ^boui'ers was prodigious. The Royal Commission on Agriculture appointed
in 1893 on the advice of the Rt. Hon. H. H. Asquith, M.P., when Home Secretary, reported that
the Chairman of the Inland Revenue had calculated that between the years 1875 and 1894 there
had been a decline m the capital value of the agricultural land of Great Britain of £834,000,000,
or 50 per cent. The agricultural depression continued for some years after 1894,
and this estimate included nothing for the loss of capital of farmers nor of the wages
of labourers, nor is there any exact method by which a calculation of that loss can he
made. What is certain is that the number of farmers who were ruined was large, and that
on many farms several farmers were ruined in succession. For instance, the number of
bankruptcies among farmers rose to 523 in 1893, 518 in 1894, and 564 in 1895 (after which
year the figures fell steadily), and in those three years alone the liabilities of those bankrupt
farmers amounted to over £2,000,000. Moreover, the wages of agricultural labourers fell,

and in England and Wales it was not for twenty years that the level of the latter half of the
’seventies was again reached. The classes thus cruelly stricken met the crisis with indomitable
pluck. The farmers stuck to their farms so long as any capital was left to them

;
the land-

owners were generous in their remissions of rent and, generally speaking, helped their tenants
by every means in their power; where no one could be found to take the land, the landowners
endeavoured to farm it themselves. Holdings were often thrown together as the only means
of keeping the land in cultivation. It is a fact that many farms in the country were kept
in cultivation and the labourers in employment by the farmers and the landowners, at a steadily
recurring annual loss to themselves. Many families would be permanently better off to-day
if their fathers had at that time allowed the land to go out of cultivation

;
but the idea was

abhorrent to them, and they sacrificed their capital rather than see this happen and the
labourers lose their employment. That agriculture, when the tide turned and prices began
once more to become remunerative, was in any degree in a position to take advantage of the
change, was due to the sacrifices of the labourers and farmers and landowners of that generation.

7. The effect of the depression on arable cultivation was marked. In 1878 there had
been a decrease in England and Wales of 47,000 acres of arable, in 1879 the decrease was
151,000 acres, and in 1880 159,000 acres; the process of change from arable to grass, which
had begun during the period of prosperity in the ’seventies, received a disastrous stimulus,

and has continued ever since at the average rate of, approximately, 100,000 acres a year. Since
the year 1870, something like 4,000,000 acres of land have been converted from arable to grass.

The word “converted,” however, requires some explanation and expansion. On the one hand,
much of the land was put down to grass by farmers and landowners with care and according
to the best practice of the time; on the other hand, much of it was never put down to grass

by any agricultural process whatever. It was allowed to revert to grass by the processes of

nature, and it is not surprising that a large proportion of the land which was thus allowed to

tumble clown to so-called pasture is of little value as grass. In addition, a considerable amount of

land in certain special districts, such as Essex, became actually derelict, that is, no one pretended

to farm it at all, and it reverted to the forest conditions of primitive England. The land

became clothed with a dense growth of bramble, brier, thorn and gorse, in which forest trees

gradually showed themselves, and some of that land is in that condition to-day. It is not

wonderful that, in these circumstances, capital and brains fled from agriculture whenever they

were mobile and could see an opening of a more profitable kind, or that, as the older generation

of farmers died out, the land often passed into the hands of less capable and energetic men,

and oftener still into the hands of men who had quite insufficient capital for the acreage of

land which they attempted to farm, or that between 1881 and 1901 the number of persons

engaged in agriculture in Great Britain decreased from 1,410,454 to 1,136,040, and in Ireland

from 1,111,560 to 965,274.+ (See Appendix IY. to this Report.)

8. The price of wheat in England and Wales, which was 22*. 10d. a quarter in 1894,

rose to 30*. 2d. in 1897, and to 34*. in 1898 (the years of the Spanish-Amencan War m
which it was attempted to “ corner ” wheat in the United States of America), but sank

again to 25*. 8d. in 1899, and did not reach 30*. again till 1907, since which year it has never

sunk below that figure. For the seven years ending with 1913, the average price was 32*. M.
It may be said, therefore, that by 1907 the period of depression had begun to pass away, and

there is no doubt tbat for several'vears before the War capable and energetic farmers of arable

land possessed of sufficient capital were making their industry pay. But, nevertheless, the

process of conversion of arable land to pasture was interrupted only m the single year 1912,

* See “ English Farming, Past and Present," by B. B. Protbero p. 37 I
. . „AO

t In 1911 it had risen again to 1,175,154 in Great Britain, but fuilliei fallen m Ireland to 902,602.
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and, in 1913, the year immediately before the War, the diminution of the acreage 0f n . u
land in England and Wales was no less than 277,000 acres. It is of great imnortanco +W « •

fact should be noted and its siVnifinann.A unders+.nod tills

tum vv uibs was jiu less tnan <.1 1 ,uuu acres, it is oi great importance that tl

'

fact should be noted and its significance understood. Notwithstanding the proved nossihiH
18

? good returns from arable land by good farming, the decrease of the arable land
of obtaining good * v
of the country was still going on at a disastrous rate.

9. There has been no process of corresponding importance m Scotland. For instant •

England and Wales* in the year 1870, there were 14,849,000 acres of arable; in the year loi?
there were 10,966,000, or a decrease in round figures of 4,000,000 acres of arable - in Tr i i

iu 1870 there were 5,661,610, and in .1915 there were 4,998,903 acres of arable—a’decrA?^
660,000 acres. In Scotland in 1870 there were 3,486,000 acres of arable and in 10K +1

0±

were 3,290,000, or a decrease of about 200,000 acres of arable. The correspondinc-
in Scotland took the form of a longer rotation, in which the temporary lea was left unplouffhed ?*
several years m succession, of course with the result of a corresponding decrease in L '

duction of cereals. The question will at once be asked, why this process of conversion fm™arable to grass went on unchecked. The answer is, because all confidence in the stabiliti S
agricultural conditions had been destroyed by the cruel experience of the depression and beri,=Iagriculture had again become the battleground of politicians. Just as airing the prosommsyears of the early seventies some farmers had taken to grass instead of arable farming iESg
it involved them m less risk from bad seasons, so in the years of reviving prosperity beforethe present war many farmers persisted in the process of converting arable land into pasta™because it involved them m less risk from bad seasons, from bad prices, and from politimlexperiments. No one in 1876 bad foreseen or predicted that within 20 years wheat would fdl to22* 10J. a quarter. Farmers accordingly felt no confidence in any assurances which they receivedthat good prices had come to stay, and, therefore, they were determined to diminish their risks tohe utmost and they were quite justified in doing so. They had no confidence whatever thrtthey might not be faced by another period of depression; they believed that the State wouldnot give them any assistance m such a period, and they and their landlords naturally ?oo

sequences
SU1 63 “ 0I,“ *° them to emme ««>*be. in advance against part of its com

10. The effect -of the period of depression on the investment of capital in agriculturalland must also be noted In the sixties and ’seventies the agricultural landowners had investedcapital freely m the industrial equipment of the land-in farm-buildings, farmhouses cotWdiams, roads and fences—but that capital had often been borrowed for the purpose Theinterest received from this investment of capital in all cases diminished, and in iLnv oasesdisappeared, in the period of agricultural depression. It is not wonderful, therefore that5“* JrtT’?* w°S

!
a
'v

1Ce 13 S°"gllt “ snch matters—solicitors, bankers, land agents^thought it then duty to discourage as much as uossible tli a imrastnumt p p i .

agricultural land As for the moLy markrt. ftS down S“*rilftuml fA”field of investment to be shunned by all sensible persons. In these oiilumstance, ft showscommendable enterprise on the part of the landowners that they continued to fcd fo^ieimanen
33 !S 0* the R

PoS
Need foe a New Agricultural Policy.

previous “eSIlsif
1

1

£"”
1

™
’ ™ out in August, 1914. In the

the United Kino-dom from nwrean . n,
'°^u®s (excluding sugar) which were imported into

about £200,000,000 Ono reading- of th^
USl1 <

V
nPabl® of production within these islands, was

proportion oftthis imnorf„H„„ *1
1 C

K I™8*1™ 1™‘ to « m our reference might be : “What
WoW no ?% ^ted-Kingdom, and by what means? ”

by consistent persistence in lt^a ferwe
*^?- a( °7 complete policy by the State, and

United Kingdom and that aioeTdl?
0' “u i,

1" importation could be produced in the

potatoes, not only- wfthouta dimimitikm^rjTh “‘fa* '? “’“J
6 *-° tlle Production of cereals and

accompanying increase of that m-nd + ‘t
ln(K~ u(-:!-!,m °f milk and meat, but with an actual

not only S^fessSgTui ownS but i" “^rntting ourselves to this statement, we are

whom we have consulted.
P ’ We are exPress“S the opinion of every authority

(fid. 8305), 1916, “ The ^Jtecent^De-roV
*n*er

^
ste

f these questions the parliamentary paper
Middleton, C.B Assistant wL 7 *?“^ J*

Omm Agriculture/’ by Mr. t! H.
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.T
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„

70 te
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leedS fc0” 4® *° 50 p™> the farmer feeds from

“ 3. The ^ritfth^fa™
°* tlle ®®rmsn farmer grows 33 tons.
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^ *ons 01 Potatoes, the German farmer grows

"*•
4Hon?

iSl* larmel' pi'oduces 4 of meat, the German farmer produces

The arable area in England alone was 1 -i 790 non - . .

~
~ r

nearly 3,.,00,000 acres. The similar figures for Wales 10,273,000 acres in 1915, a reduction of

pi t
^ee a^° Agriculture after the War” bv Mr

’^^*00 and 693,000, a reduction of 427 ,000 acres.
ChaPter V.

Yil1
’ by A. D. Hall F.E.S (John Murray. 1916), particularly
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^28
^almei Proc^uces t°ns of milk, tlie German farmer produces

6. Ike British farmer produces a negligible quantity of sugar, the German farmer
produces tons.

And Iris conclusion on page 7 :
“ That the British farmer is much the more favoured by nature,

and the view of leading German agriculturists is that their soils and climate are distinctly
inferior to those of Britain.'

13. We believe that considerable increases in the agricultural output of the United
Kingdom can, and will, be obtained by means of education, better varieties of seed, greater
diffusion of good stock, and improved manuring, but results obtained by these means must
necessarily take time, and will, in any case, be limited in degree. We are led by the fact that
the interests of national security are made the direct object of our enquiry to infer that very
substantial increases in food production are essential. We have, therefore, been compelled to
consider methods which are calculated to yield an increase greater than is likely to result in
the near future from the normal development of agricultural practice. To increase production
on the scale which we believe to be necessary, it will be essential to increase largely the area of
land devoted to arable cultivation.

14. The impression exists in certain quarters that more milk and meat can be produced
on grass than on arable land, but this impression is quite unfounded. The reverse is nearer
the truth of the case. As a general proposition it would be correct to assert that more milk
and meat can be produced from a given acreage of arable than from the same acreage of grass
land, although it is probable that, from an economic standpoint, a considerable area should
always be under grass. The agriculture of Denmark is an interesting illustration. In Denmark
there is hardly any permanent grass. Almost the whole of the farmed land is under rotation

of crops, and yet Denmark carries a specially heavy proportion of live stock to the acre.

15. Different authorities make different estimates of the possible increase of production.

We append a memorandum on wheat production by Professor R. H. Biffen, F.R.S., whose
brilliant work at the School of Agriculture, Cambridge, is welt known. We also print a scheme
of agriculture put before us by Mr. C. W. Fielding, as the result of his study of the subject,

although recognising that it represents an estimate of a scale of production physically or

theoretically possible rather than economically practicable under existing agricultural condi-

tions. It will be noticed that Mr. Fielding’s calculations are based not only on a particular

scheme of rotation, but also on the avoidance of the great existing waste of fodder by an exact

rationing of live stock.

16. We are confident that, as the years pass by and agriculture becomes more intensive

in the United Kingdom, an increase of production will be reached which would now appear

impossible to many farmers, and that, if the agricultural policy which we recommend is carried

out steadily and continuously, a great change will be effected within a generation.

17. Nothing in agriculture can be done by the wave of a magician’s wand. Results can

only be produced in the United Kingdom as in Germany by a constant and consistent policy.

The State must adopt such a policy and formulate it publicly as the future basis of British

agriculture, and explain to the nation that it is founded on the highest considerations of the

common weal. It must be explained to landowners, farmers, and agricultural labourers alike

that the experience of this War has shown that the methods and results of land management

and of farming are matters involving the safety of the State, and are not of concern only to

the interests of individuals. They must be plainly told that the security and welfare of the

State demand that the agricultural land of the country must gradually be made to yield its

maximum production both in foodstuffs and in timber* The history of our country shows that,

when once the path of dutv is pointed out to them and they understand how grave is the

responsibility put upon them, neither landowners, nor farmers, nor agricultural labourers will

fail to rise to the emergency. ......
,

. ,, „ -i i

18. There is much excellent estate management and much high farming m the United

Kingdom to-day, tot there is also much slack estate management and bad fanning, or manage-

ment and farming which, while profitable to the persons interested, do not take national

requirements as to food production into account. That this is so is known to all who have

studied the present conditions of British agriculture. The causes of bad estate management

and farming are lack of suitable education or of capital (often found m combination) on the

part of landowners and farmers, the personal equation of character,
taS’Sthe

of game, the acquisition of land for the sake only of its amenities and the conviction that the

State has no interest in the treatment of agricultural land and that it is the concern only of the

mdividual^lependmit upon it

muBt be steadily and continuously raised throughout

ment
. of the land and to the operations of:

intens X
•

of nwn6rR ml(1 nl
provided with an adequate supply >f

f f, ^ ^ ^cultural labourer and for the
occupiers must be fostered to provide a laaaei 10

- t
; rWelnnpd- the

demobilised sailors and soldiers; the organisation of agriculture must be developed,

~
~*~The subject of

Sob-Committ- of the Becoasln.ction Calamities.

^
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country must be permeated with a complete system of agricultural education; the status of
the departments of agriculture must be improved and their powers enlarged and reinforced by
association with existing agricultural and administrative bodies, both national and local. All
these questions and others of much importance, such as Reclamation, the incidence of Local
Taxation, Credit, the working of the Agricultural Holdings Act, &c., &c., will be dealt with
in our Report, which will present a scheme of agricultural policy as one whole

;
but we think

it our duty to put in the forefront our conviction that a basis of security and stability of the
conditions under which agriculture is to be carried on in the future must be the foundation
of the whole structure, and that without it the increase of production, which we predict, cannot
be realised.

20. We are of opinion that the conditions of agriculture must be made so stable
that out of its profits the agricultural labourer can be assured a fair wage, the cultivator
of the soil a fair return for his capital, energy, and brains, and the landowner a fair return
for the capital invested in the land, and we believe that this stability can never exist so
long as there is a possibility of a recurrence of the prices of the late period of depression.

21. We recommend that, the State should fix a minimum wage for the ordinary agricultural
labourer in each county, guarantee to the farmer a minimum price for wheat and oats,

and take steps, as set forth in later paragraphs, to secure the increase of production which
is the object of the guarantee. The cereal crops are the pivot of agriculture, and we do not
consider that dairy and stock farming will in any way be prejudiced by our proposals. More-
over, as we have already stated, these very important branches of the agricultural industry can
be more, not less, advantageously conducted on arable land than on grass land. In the United
Kingdom there is land so adapted to pasture that its retention inj grass can be defended on
economic grounds. There is also grass land the soil of which is a clay so sticky that in the
climate of these islands under the plough <f

a season can only he got upon it ” once in three
or four years; and there is other land where the climatic conditions render the harvest
precarious. It would be useless to plough such land. Of the remaining grass land a large
proportion could be ploughed up with advantage to the farmer the landowner and the State.
The interests of the State demand that more land should be put under the plough, and any
landowner and dairy or stock farmer, who chooses to convert part of his grass land into arable,
could at once obtain the benefit of the guarantee and at the same time increase the output
of his particular products.

22. We have no authority to consider the fiscal policy of the country as a whole; our
reference, though a very important one, is strictly limited, and we shall confine our Report
to an answer to it. At the same time we think it right to put on record our opinion that,
Lf the State, for reasons of general policy, were to adopt a tariff on manufactured goods, then
a tariff corresponding in degree (with the necessary differentiations between the products of
tbe Empire, of allied, and of other countries) should be imposed on imported foodstuffs such
as dairy produce meat and corn, and that special consideration should be shown to the
produce of the more intensive forms of agriculture (of which fruit and hops and flax may
be cited as examples) where the capital invested, and the annual expenditure in cultivation,
and the proportion of that expenditure on labour, are particularly large.

~3. Wheat and oats are the two cereals which are most important from the point of view
of human food Much land m Ireland and Scotland and Wales and the north of England
can m normal times be more profitably employed to grow oats than wheat. What the Statewants is more land under the plough and, if the guarantee be given for oats as well as for,
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clerks of rural district councils m England and Wales. On the basis of the former returns,
which do not come down heyoncl the end of .1914, the increase in cash wages in England and
Wales as between the end of 1907 and the end of 1914 had been 10 4 per cent., and in Ireland
12 «J per cent., the value of allowances m kind apparently remaining constant. In Scotland,
where there was a tendency for the allowances in kind to be reduced and for the cash wages
to be correspondingly increased, the value of total earnings was raised, during the same period,
by 9-5 per cent. Ihe returns.from

>

rural district councils in England and Wales, which come
down to the beginning of 1916, show that between January, 1908, and January, 1916 the
cash rates of wages in over 70 per cent, of the districts covered have increased by amounts
between the limits 6s. and is. ihe commonest rise may he put at' 4a-. or 5*. from an average
cash rate of wages in 1907 of 14.v. 9d. in England. In Wales, where the previous cash rate was
higher (17s.), the rises have commonly been less (2s. to 3s.). Most of this increase has taken place
during the War. Between 1907 and 1913 there had been an increase averaging about a shilling
a week. In Ireland, where the average cash rate in 1907 was 10s. 3d. per week, the increase in
cash rates since that date has, in 60 per cent, of the districts covered by the returns, been between
3s. and 7s., and in 11 per cent, of the districts the rise has been less than 2s. per week. As in
England and Wales, the greater part of the increase has taken place since the War, although
for several years previously there had been an upward movement in agricultural wages in
Ireland. The above figures indicate that throughout the United Kingdom there had been a
slow rise in agricultural wages before the War, and that a rapid rise has taken place during
the War.

26. We recommend that Wage Boards should be set up for each administrative county
in Great Britain; or, if they thought it desirable, after consulting local opinion, the Government
Departments concerned (which in this case should he the Boards of Agriculture) might
constitute one Board for two or more administrative counties or for parts of two or more
counties. We consider that every opportunity should be given for Wage Boards in neighbouring
counties to confer together, and, if they think fit, to submit joint reports. On the other hand
each Board should be authorised to make different recommendations for different parts of its

area, if it thinks it desirable. In some counties the wages generally paid would no doubt be
found to be equal to, or more than, the minimum fixed by the Wage Board, and in these
cases it would only be necessary to ensure that individual farmers did not continue to pay less

than the approved minimum.
27. The Wage Boards should be constituted on the lines of the existing Trade Boards,

and should consist of equal numbers of representatives of the agricultural employers and
labourers in the area (say ten of each), with a smaller number of members (say six) appointed
by the Agricultural Department concerned, by which also the Chairman would, in eac.li case, he
nominated. Some of the “appointed members” and the Chairman might be common to a
group of Wage Boards, so that they might, in the course of time, gain wide experience of

the problems to be solved, and the way in which their solution could most easily he achieved.

The remaining appointed members on each Board might be persons familiar with the county,
including landowners and agents. The selection of the workers’ representatives will, in the

agricultural industry, where the labourers are in most parts unorganised, present some difficulty;

but the same difficulty has been encountered and overcome by the Board of Trade in setting

up some of the existing Trade Boards, and we have been informed that in many, and an
increasing number of cases, the workers prefer that the Board of Trade should, after enquiry,
nominate their representatives rather than that they should he asked themselves to elect them.

28. The duty of a Wage Board should be to report to the Agricultural Department
concerned that a certain weelcly wage should he adopted as the minimum for ordinary

agricultural labourers throughout the whole of its district, or, as already indicated, differing

minima for different parts of its district. The Agricultural Department should have power to

adopt the rate suggested and to give it statutory effect and to promulgate it, or to remit its

Report to the Wage Board for further consideration. After the rate had been promulgated,

and a certain interval (say three months) had elapsed, it should become illegal for any farmer
in that area to pay any workman employed by time (unless he were specially exempted on
account of age or infirmity) a lower wage than the approved minimum. It would iiot .be

possible for Wage Boards in all .cases to fix the rates for harvest work or for piece work,

because they have often to be varied according to the weather, the soil and the state of the crop.

But it follows necessarily from the establishment of a minimum wage that the rates agreed upon

between the farmers and labourers must he such as will enable an ordinary labourer doing ail

ordinary week’s work to earn at least the legal minimum wage. An old or infirm man should be

paid at the general piece rate but might earn less than the legal minimum owing to liis age or

infirmity. Arrangements should be made for old infirm and disabled workmen, of whom there

are relatively large numbers employed on the land, and for women and boys being paid less than

the minimum time rate fixed for ordinary labourers. It has been asserted that the result of the

enactment of a minimum weekly wage for agriculture may be that farmers will object to pay the

minimum wage during the winter months and during spells of had weather, and, on this

account, will reduce their permanent staffs and rely more than they do at present on securing

occasional employees during the busy seasons. We consider that any such result would be

exceedingly liarmful to agriculture and to the nation generally, and that the Agricultural

Departments should he instructed to watch carefully the working of the statutory rates and

do everything in their power to check auv tendency to such a practice.

0
Official figures showing the movement of wages since January, 1916, are not Webeheve,however

that the rise in agricultural wages recorded above was not only continued m 1916, hut was gieatei in that year than

in the preceding one.
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29. The earnings of agricultural labourers in all parts of the United Kingdom but
notably in certain districts, include payments in kind. Often it would not be to the advant

*

of the agricultural labourer if the effect of minimum wage legislation were to encourage farm*
to convert these payments into cash, and we think that the Wage Boards should be caii+i
in dealing with these allowances. The Boards might be required to include in their schern
for fixing a minimum wage a scale by which any allowances in respect of milk, meal &which are. made to employees according to local custom, could be valued as 'part of +1

*’'

total earnings. In this connection it is instructive to observe that the Trade Boards }>.

succeeded in fixing minimum rates in trades in which payment by the employer covp
Ve

the cost of materials supplied by the worker as well as wages (for example, in tailoring whe^the workers provide needles and thread, and in chain-making, where homeworkers^rnvirl
6

tools and fuel), and we are of opinion that the difficulty of assessing the value of allowmm
*

“V
kirid to® agricultural industry will not he beyond the capacity of the Agiicnl+i,™!Wage Boards. ” 1111111

30. We are of opinion that the system by which an agricultural labourer receives
of lus emoluments in the shape of a low rented cottage is a bad one, and we bone that tlL
establishment of a minimum wage will gradually lead to its abandonment. We look forw3
to the time when every agricultural labourer who rents a cottage will pay the full econoiS
rent and rates and receive such wages in cash as will enable him to do so. But we are awarethat custom dies hard m the country districts, and that for some time to come large numbers'^farm servants will continue to live in cottages let to them at vents which are uneconomicand m some cases merely nominal. We consider, therefore, that in fixing minimum ratesof wages the Wage Boards should be required to calculate for a full economic rent for •,good cottage hemg paul by the workmen, and should fix the maximum amount which a farmerwould be entitled to deduct from agricultural wages for such rent. In the event of a workmanbeing housed in an inferior cottage, he would be in a position to claim a reduction in rentand thiis be compensated for Ins inferior accommodation by receiving a larger cash wage’I he system of tied cottages has met with much criticism, but we fail to see how faminecould be carried on on many farms, especially those remote from villages, if the cottages

o^the^farm
0*6^ °U 01 11681 ^ holding were uot reserved for occupation by the men employed
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of tlie measures now about. to l»e token to inorense pi’oil notion, we hesitate to suggest figures

for the prices which should be guaranteed for the first two years after the conclusion of peace,

lmt wc consider that they should be at least comparable to the prices ruling’ during the War
itself. W e do not believe that ibis initiatory increase of the guarantee will involve any charge
upon the Exchequer, as prices will, in our opinion, continue to rule high for some years after

the War, hut many farmers do not share this belief, and may otherwise feel nervous of incurring’

the initial expense of breaking up land. The impetus which this temporary additional
guarantee would give to the policy of the plough will be well worth the risk of a temporary
additional charge if our forecast of prices should prove to be erroneous.

35. The method by which payments under the suggested guarantee should be. made remains
to be considered. We endorse the recommendation of the Departmental Committee* presided
over by Lord Milner in 1915, that the farmer should receive the difference between the
guaranteed price of a quarter of wheat (480 lbs.t) or of a quarter of oats (312 lbs.t) and the
“ Gazette ” average price for the year in which the crop is harvested. This system has the
advantage that, it leaves the grower free to dispose of his crop when he wishes in the open
market, and that the State action in guaranteeing a minimum price to the farmer does not

raise the cost of the produce to the consumer. At the same time the farmer is able to benefit

by improvements in the quality of his produce, and by taking advantage of any fluctuations in

the market price. For example, if the “ Gazette ” average price was 38.?. and the guaranteed

minimum 42.?., every wheat grower would be entitled to claim 4.?. for each quarter of wheat
he threshed, regardless of whether lie had realised 40s. or 35s. for his produce.

30. Tlie determination of the quantity of wheat and oats on which each fanner will he

entitled to claim, in the event of the market price falling below the amount of the guarantee,

will involve some difficulty. As the object of the State will he to encourage increased pro-

duction, we regard it as essential that payment should he based on (a) the number of quarters

actually harvested, so far as this can lie estimated, not on tlie number of acres sown, and (b)

the whole of the farmer’s production regardless of tlie amount consumed on the farm. Most

of the wheat and oats grown in England Wales and Ireland is threshed by machines which

travel from farm to farm; hut in Scotland, and to a certain extent in the North of England,

the case is different, as it is a common practice for both wheat and oats to be threshed by

mills belonging to the farm. Another complication in the case of oats is that this prop, unlike

wheat, which is nearly all sold off the farm, is disposed of in various ways. Some is marketed,

some is fed to stock on tlie farm, some is milled for consumption at the farmhouse and for

payment in kind to farm servants.

37. On the one hand it is important that all unnecessary complications and tlie neces-

sarily costly intervention of officials should he as much as possible avoided, on the other it is

essential that the Public Exchequer should he protected from, fraud. We recommend that every

farmer who desires to claim the benefit of the guarantee should be required either :
—

(a) to use a threshing machine which has been duly licensed^ for hire, the firm to

which tlie machine belongs being made responsible for providing the farmer

with a true certificate of the number of quarters of corn of the required weight

threshed; or . „ .. ,

(b) If he does not propose to use a hired machine, to give notice to that etteot to the

Board or Department of Agriculture some time before harvest m order that the

yield of his standing crop may he estimated by a government valuer whose

fee and expenses lie should repay to the Board or Department of Agriculture

If he considered that his crop had been under-estimated , he could still have resort

to .the test of a public threshing machine.
. ,

Any farmer desiring to claim the benefit of the guarantee should send m his certificates

of threshing, or the estimate of the Government valuer, to the Board or Department, of Agn-

c.ilture, by which they should he checked and the sum found due be paid to the farmer.

38. An alternative plan which, in the long run, might easily be the cheapest, might he

adopted in the place of that described in pain. 3V (6). The Board or Department of Agiicultuie

might, under carefully devised regulations, accept the certificate of the farmer as to the amount

of wheat or oats which he had threshed on any given day when he had obtained the onmlej

signature of some official or person of repute resident in the parish ami autho seel f« i that

purpose by the Board or Department of Agriculture. If the officials of the Boail “Bepnrt-

medfof Agriculture checked the threshing returns sent m by the
^

returns 5 and if they had the right of access, as they should have, at any time to the him and

farm premises of any farmer claiming the benefit of the guarantee ,
liu

^

soon become aware, from information acquired ,n the ordinary dischaige rf then duties, of the

existence of fraud, the penalty for conviction for which shouH .be veiy «™*- „ M

* Cd. 8048, para. 7.
, 0 .. a . n.vn uGfUrn Act. 1882, is for a quarter of 8 imperial

t The “ Gazette ” average price, under Section 8 of the <QnnlMUun .

.

’

dg for eve,y buijhei of oats.

bushels, at the rate of GO imperial pounds for every bushel of v < *
f ba*L to reliable firms letting out

1 The Boards and Department of Agriculture should issue bumces, 01 cue
ffi<j

threshing machines for hire, authorising them to issue certificate^for
t^forfeitaw.

necessary forms, instructions, &c. In the event of any mudein ea ® a t k statistics, which are now
§ The annual returns to the Boards and Department of Agriculture or crop

voluntary, should be made compulsory.
^ ^
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of oats grown for every shilling l>y which the average market price of oats fell below 28s.
the present moment about seven million quarters of wheat are grown in the United Kingdom
and thirty-five million quarters consumed, and the price of wheat is about 75s. per 480 lbs.

; about
twenty million quarters of oats are grown and twenty-seven million quarters consumed, and
the price of oats is about 50s. per 312 lbs.

40. We have not dealt with our subject with the purpose of increasing- the farmer’s
profits; we have dealt with it solely with the object of making it possible for him to respond
to the national need and plough up more land. He cannot so respond unless he is assured
in advance against the ruin which would certainly overtake him if he ploughed up his land
and prices fell once again to the 1894-1895 level. It may be that for several years after the
present war, prices will rule considerably higher than the guarantee we have named and
that those farmers who grow wheat and oats will make a handsome profit. But the uncertain
prospect of such profits will not induce the farmer to plough up his existing grass, nor deter
him from laying down more arable to grass.

41. We are convinced that the process of conversion of arable to grass will recommence
immediately after the War notwithstanding high prices, unless the farmer is assured against
a recurrence of the prices of 1894-5. It may he improbable that those prices will recur but
after his previous experience mere probabilities will have no weight with the farmer. He knows
that no one foresaw the previous fall of price, that if he is caught by such a fall with his
land under the plough he will probably become bankrupt, and that if he can become a grazier
or dairy farmer on grass land, whatever else happens to him, he will escape ruin from any
sudden fall in the price of cereals. He will, therefore, almost every time plump for the least
risk. This is the explanation of the persistent diminution of the area of arable land. For
its own safety and welfare the State wants more plough land, but it cannot ask the farmer
to do that which might ruin him unless it assures him in advance against the operation of the
same cause that ruined liis predecessor. That is why the guarantee is so essential to agricultural
stability. When once that lias been given, the whole atmosphere in which the fanner works will
be changed

;
all excuse for lack of enterprise will have been removed

; no valid excuse can hemade for not paying the agricultural labourer a higher wage than that too often prevalent before
the War. It is quite true that in the old days of high wheat prices the wages of agricultural
labourers were often miserably low, and that in some districts they were still too low before theWar. But it is also true that those wages were, on the average, higher in 1870 than they wereagain till 1899, and that they would have risen much sooner than they did if it had not been forthe period of depression; also that, if the price of wheat fell again to the 1894 level, it wouldbe quite ampoii.b e to maintain a decent wage, or even employment, lor the ploughmanOn the other hand it is quite impossible for tbe farmer ever again to make fair profits yearafter year ami continue to pay had wages. The twentieth century is not the nineteenthami public opinion knows too much to tolerate it. Nor would the agricultural labourer liimself^ Afte tllis W»r the men would no“ tluck to work on the land for such wages us existed in some places before the War They wouldgo elsewhere, to the new lands of the Dominions, or to the towns. The guarantee of a
1 ivmg wage is essential as an assurance to these men that they are to liaye a fair shaie of

T °^i
agriculture, to attract them back to the land, and to avert their exodus

. he plough policy which the nation needs for its safety cannot fructify without the co operationof both farmers and agricultural labourers, and both classes are
for such security m the conditions of life as it is in the power of the State to give
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43. lire objection luw been mud, to u» that rom. seven million quarters of wlieat were
toms grown m the United Kingdom More tire War, when wheat was, on the average of
the seven yea oneling 1313, 32, 9,1 a quarter; that presumably the farmers who grew that
wheat were glowing it at a profit; and that it is an unreasonable thing to ask the nation to
add to those farmers profits by guaranteeing them 43s., instead of 32,. 9d. a quarter. This
objection ignoies the fact that the cost of production will be higher after the War and that
there is no presumption that wheat growing is generally profitable at 32,. 9d. a quarter to
be found m the tact that m 1013 some seven million quarters were grown and sold at about,
that price. A larger, not smaller, number of quarters of wheat were grown in 1894 when
the average market price was 22,. 1M. a quarter, and no one pretends that wheat can by
any possibility be grown with a profit at snob a figure. Then wlrv was a certain amount
of wheat grown at prices which did not pay? The answer is to be found in the extreme
tenacity of agricultural custom, in the great inconvenience which many farmers experience
if they are altogether deprived of wheat straw for bedding and for thatching, and in some
farmers constant hope of better prices.

44. But, although the fact that a farmer grew wheat in 1913 is no proof that it paid
lnm to do so, it is certainly true that the best farmers were then making a profit by growing
it on suitable land The best farmers will always make the best profits^in all circumstances,
and it would scarcely he wise of the State to exclude from the advantage of a guarantee only
those farmers who had shown the most enterprise and skill without a guarantee. It would
not be prudent policy to otter encouragement and security only to those who had grown
no wheat at the time when the nation most needed it. Either the nation does not require
more wheat to be grown at home for its own security and welfare, or it does. If it does
not, then oxxr reference is misleading, our opinions are erroneous, and this Report is waste paper.
If it does, it is. not a valid objection to a guarantee that the best farmers in the country may
some day make greater profits than they would otherwise have done. They are just the men
who will make the best use of the security given under the guarantee by putting more land
under the plough, and by making every acre of land under the plough yield more and more
wheat. So long as they pay fair wages their prosperity is to the advantage of the nation. With
the increased cost of production after the War, the chance of deriving an excessive profit from the
sale of wheat at 42.?. a quarter seems to he remote, hut if there should be these exceptional cases
the Chancellor of the Exchequer may be trusted to find a method for dealing with them.

45. A more serious difficulty consists in the fact that, until the reasons which justify
it are understood, the policy which we recommend will he thoroughly unpopular with many
landowners and farmers. They have turned their farms down to grass, they do not. grow
corn and do not wish to do so, and they do not ask for a guarantee; they will not like the idea
of a minimum standard wage, and all they ask is to be let alone. Their point of view is

quite intelligible. They were, according to their opinion, completely neglected by the State
in the period of their difficulties; they overcame those difficulties by their own skill; they
foxxnd a new and less risky method of farming; and now they are asked to commence arable
farming afresh ! If, however, they once understand that the policy in which they are asked
to join is necessary for the safety and welfare of the nation, the State can, we believe,
confidently rely upon their co-operation. But in the case of many of the landowners the
provision of fresh capital for cottages buildings and drainage will he a matter of real difficxxlty.

We recommend that whatever assistance is given by the State to Public Utility Societies to build
cottages shoxild also lie given to landowners associated into Coxxnty Public Utility Societies

for the pxirpose of the drainage and indxxstrial eqxiipment of agricxxltxxral land.

Effect of Guaranteed Prices oh Rents.

46. We now pass to the consideration of an important question,—Shoxxld a Land Court
he established to adjust rents? It has been represented to us that, if the result of a gxxarantee

should be to make farming more profitable than it otherwise woxild be, the increment of profit

will, by a fixed law of political economy, find its way into the pockets of the landowners by
way of increased rent. The result of a guarantee will be. different in different cases; in some
it would probably increase profits bxxt by no means in all. What is certain is that the cost of

production will be higher for the farmer than it was before the War; that experience shows

that the law of political economy, to which reference has been made, works slowly
;
that many

collateral influences disturb its working; and that no absolxxte forecast can he made of the exact

effect of a given change of .conditions on the standard of rent. Before the War, it was the

general opinion of those who were familiar with the conditions of farming in England that

a large proportion of English farms were under-rented. Evidence has been laid before us

that this is not the case in Wales, and that in Scotland and in parts of the North of England,

where the custom still largely prevails of putting vacant farms xxp to tender, there is probably

no corresponding general discrepancy between the actual and the economic rent.

47. It is necessary to bear in mind the fact that in Great Britain the capital required

for the cultivation of the land is generally found by two separate parties. The farmer finds

the capital which forms the basis of the wage-fxxnd and provides the live and dead stock and

other essentials of hxxsbandry. The landowner finds the capital which provides the land and

its industrial equipment in the shape of farmhouses, farm-buildings, cottages, the drainage,

or materials for the drainage, of the land, the principal fences, roads, and water sxipply.

Moreover, in many cases the landowner has borne the cost of laying down the land to that very

grass which henceforth the State may wish, for reasons of public policy, to see reconverted

into arable. The farmer will get the benefit of any fertility which may have been accumulated

pfips A 7
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in this jiloughed-up grassland in the returns from his cereal crops. It will be fair that the
landowner should get some return in the form of some increase of rent for this value which
has been created by his expenditure. Again the rent which the landowner receives rarely

represents an interest of as much as five per cent, on the capital invested in the industrial
equipment of the land and often includes no interest whatever on the capital value of the land
itself. In the majority of cases the landowner receives a return in the form of rent on the
capital represented by the value of the land and its industrial equipment taken together, which
a manufacturer would consider an altogether uncommercial rate of interest. That this is so

is not to the advantage of agriculture, or of the State, because it acts as a constant deterrent
to the investment of capital in agriculture. The following paragraphs are extracted from
page 28 of the Report of the Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression of 1893 :

—
“It is clear from the evidence which these estate accounts and other sources of

information afford, that a considerable portion of the rental received by owners at the
present time is merely a return for capital expended in equipping and furnishing the
estate, and not rent for the land itself.”

“ Mr. J. S. Mill draws a clear distinction between rent which is payment for the
original powers of the land and that part of rent which is a consideration for the use
of the buildings, fences, &c. There can be little doubt that, measured by the standard
which is laid down in the following passage, over a very considerable part of this country
true rent has entirely vanished, since the owners are not receiving the ordinary interest

upon the sum which it would cost to erect buildings, fences, &c., as good as those now
existing :

—
“ ‘ Under the name of rent, many payments are commonly included, which

are not a remuneration for the original powers of the land itself, hut for capital
expended on it. The additional rent which land yields in consequence of this outlay
of capital should, in the opinion of some writers, he regarded as 'profit, not rent.
The annual payment by a tenant almost always includes a consideration for
the use of the buildings on a farm .... not to speak of fences and the like.

The landlord will ask, and the tenant will give for these whatever is sufficient to
yield the ordinary profit, or rather the ordinary interest on the value, ....
i.e., not on what it cost to erect, them, but on what it would cost to erect others as
good; the tenant being bound in addition to leave them in as good repair, as he
found them These buildings are as distinct a thing from the farm
as the stock or the timber on it, . . . . and what is paid for them can no more
be called rent of land than a payment for cattle would he if it were the custom
that the landlord should stock the farm for the tenant.’ ”*

In our opinion the present state of the case is still exactly the same as that thus lucidly
set forth.

48. The same Royal Commission carefully examined what the effect on agriculture of the
establishment of a Land Court would he likely to be. The following paragraphs are extracted
bom pages 106, 107 and 109 of their Report:—

“But there is another and far more important consideration which convinces us
that any legislation in the direction of fixity of tenure and judicial rents, so far from
raising the standard of cultivation, would he fi'aught with very serious dangers to agri-
culture, and to all classes engaged in the cultivation of the soil. We cannot doubt that
one of the first results of such legislation would be that the greater part, if not the whole
of the permanent improvements on the great majority of farms would be left to be carried
out exclusively by the tenants. We have already referred to the very large capital outlay
on these improvements by landlords during the depression. It is incredible that the
tenants would have been willing to carry out works of this magnitude at their own
cost, or that if they had been willing they would have possessed the requisite capital
to enable them to do so; while, if they had borrowed for the purj>ose, they would have
fallen into the hand of .mortgagees, who would have been less disposed to reduce the
rate of interest than their landlords have been to reduce their rents. The greater part
of the work would, we are convinced, have been left undone to the very serious detriment
of the agriculture of the country.”

“ It should be noted here that in our opinion the three F’sf are inseparable and that
the adoption of either one of them would necessarily involve the acceptance of ’the ether
two. Rome few of the witnesses who have appeared before us, and wbo have advocated
drastic changes m the land tenure of the country, recognise the very serious mischiefs
which would result from their complete adoption, and have apparently come to the
conclusion that they might be diminished if a part only of that policy, consisting of
one or two of the F s, were adopted. But, in our opinion, anv such intermediate policy
is impossible, and, if possible, would be indefensible. It would be no advantage to a
tenant to have his rent fixed by any tribunal if his tenancy could he determined in the
event of his landlord being dissatisfied with the finding of the tribunal. Nor would
fixity of tenure be of any advantage to a tenant if the landlord were allowed to raise, his
rent at Ins own discretion Nor when a tenant’s rent had been determined bv the Court,
and he had S'ven fixity of tenure, and he had in this way become a' part ownerm the laud, is it easy to see on what grounds he could be debarred from exercising the
right of every owner to dispose of his property by sale or bequest, especially if lie had
been compelled to expend his capital on the permanent improvement of his farm.”

* Mill, “ Political Economy," Book II, cxvi. s. 5

T ‘'e - F|dr rent, Fixity of tenure, and Free sale,
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49. We axe quite aware, as were the members of the Royal Commission, tlxat there are
cases of real hardship in the treatment of tenant farmers by their landlords, such as all
fan'-mmcled men would unite to condemn, and it is also true that farmers developing special
lines of business sometimes meet with scanty encouragement from their landlords: but both these
classes of cases are exceptional, and we see no reason to differ from the conclusions of the Royal
Commission or to consider them otherwise than sound and equally applicable now as then.
As regards ordinary farming and the majority of tenancies, there is evidence to show that the
tenant farmer possesses a much greater security of tenure than would l,e warranted by the fact
that in England, at any rate by his own choice his tenancy is usually an annual one. We
do not, therefore, consider that any general measure conferring “security of tenure” on
existing occupiers is called for m order to meet these exceptional cases. A large proportion
of the land of England is let for one reason or another at rents below what may be termed
the economic level io secure the present occupiers in their tenure of these farms at the
current rents would be to make them a present of that part of the real value of the land
for which the owner is not demanding a return in the shape of rent. We regret to say that
experience does not lead us to expect that the average occupier would respond to such a gift
by any intensification of his farming or by increased production. The response would come
from the succeeding occupier, to whom would eventually be sold this interest, which the original
occupier had not m any way earned. Low rents have too often resulted in slack fanning,
and to secure the farmer m those rents would in such cases only leave him content with his
unprogressive methods.

50. What will be required above all other things for the benefit of agriculture when
peace is restored is an uninterrupted flow of capital to the laud. It will he only too difficult
for the landowners to find that capital owing to the inevitable pressure of taxation and
we are convinced that the one certain effect of the establishment of a Land Court would he
to dry up the spring of capital at its source. No prudent landowner would sell out stock,
from which a return of interest is assured, and re-invest his capital in the industrial equip-
ment of the land, if he ran the risk of losing the whole or part of the interest which he was
expecting- to receive from it by the decision of a Land Court. Moreover, we are convinced that
it would not be to the interest of the State to confer upon tenant farmers a proprietary interest
in the land they farm. If the policy which we recommend is adopted, the State will point
out to the agricultural landowners the great service which they can render to the State in
the reconstruction of agriculture, and the reasons of national security and welfare for which
this service is required, and we are confident that the landowners will recognise their
responsibility and respond to the appeal. At the present moment the responsibilities of owner-
ship are by the law of the land vested only in them. In dealing with them the State will
know exactly where it is and whom to hold responsible. It can appeal to their patriotism
and, if the necessity should arise in individual cases, it can put further pressure upon them.
But if by the establishment of a Land Court a system of dual ownership in any degree were
created, the State would have to deal in respect of the responsibilities of ownership with
all the tenant farmers as well as with all the agricultural landowners. In any case the
State will have to make an appeal to the patriotism of the tenant farmers in the sphere of
cultivation and production, analogous to that which it will have to make to the landowners
in the sphere of ownership. As we have stated earlier in our Report, it is unfortunately the
fact that many farms were already, before the War, sadly under-cultivated. Landowners find
it difficult and invidious to give notice to quit to an otherwise estimable neighbour because
he is a bad farmer. But if the production of the land is to be raised to its maximum these
bad farmers must, in the national interest, either mend their ways or give place to men who
will farm the land as it should be farmed. The State must do what it can to encourage the
good and eliminate the bad farmer, and, wherever the necessity is manifest, put pressure
upon a landowner to adopt the same policy. Again, it has been the experience of the Board
of Agriculture and of the County Councils in working the Small Holdings Acts that it is difficult

sometimes to induce the farmer willingly to give up land for the creation of small holdings, even
when the landowner is friendly to the project. That this is so may be regrettable, but it is also

quite natural and intelligible. But if the farmer were to acquire a proprietary right in his

farm in addition to his interest as a tenant, the difficulty of putting pressure upon the had farmer
and of working the Small Holdings Acts would he much increased.

51. For these reasons we are of opinion that the State would be creating a whole field

of fresh difficulty and complication for itself if it inaugurated its new agricultural policy

by conferring on the farmers a legal vested interest as part proprietors of their farms. Irish

experience of the. working of a Land Court fixing fair rents shows that it creates an atmosphere,
a general feeling among the farming community, adverse to enterprise and good farming,

because success might justify a higher level of rents. Men have deliberately farmed badly
and let their farms down in the years of' revision of rents in order to make a case for a

reduction of. rent by the Court. We propose in another part of our Report to consider whether
or not any amendment is required in the Agricultural Holdings Act to meet the exceptional

cases to which we have referred; but we do not advise the establishment of a Land Court.

We propose to deal with the general case in a different way.

Method oe Securing Increased Production.

52. The Government has no fairy touch which will enable it to produce instantaneous

results. It must work through, and by means of, the men who arc now holding and cultivating

the land. If it was so foolish as to try and do their work as well as its own, the only result

would he to bring agricultural production to a standstill. There is no body of men in existence
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except the farmers of the United Kingdom and those wlio have qualified, or who are qualifying,
to become farmers, who are capable of farming the land. Technical knowledge based on
experience is just as essential for successful farming as education and brains and capital.
It is when all these qualifications exist in combination that the best farming is found'
Therefore the State must give time to all concerned to adjust themselves to the new conditions
dictated by considerations of national safety. It should formulate its policy and explain
the reasons for it in simple definite terms; it should make clear the part it proposes to play
itself, that the policy explained will be steadily and consistently followed, and that, while
the policy is being worked out, the agricultural industry will not be subjected to any harassing
legislation. The State must, in short, take every means in its power to give confidence and
a sense of stability to landowners farmers and agricultural labourers. It must then tell those'
classes exactly what is expected of them, and appeal to their highest instincts of patriotism to
put personal predilections aside, and to unite to carry out a policy on the success of which
the safety of their country may some day depend. The standard set before their eyes slioidd
be the highest—not to be content till the whole soil of the United Kingdom is producing
the greatest possible return of foodstuffs or of timber. It must be clearly understood that
henceforth had farming is a danger to the State, and that the waste of good land on game
or games is inconsistent with patriotism. There will he plenty of room for game or^golf
in moderation, hut too much game, or golf links carved out of fat land, make an inroad'

3

on
the production of foodstuffs which can no longer be defended. Rabbits must he recognised
to be what they are, a curse to both agriculture and forestry. There are localities where the
rabbit defies extermination, but the effort to deal with the pest should never he intermitted.
The theory in fact should he that rabbits are only to be tolerated in completely enclosed spaces]
where the ground is of such a nature that it can more advantageously he devoted to the production
of rabbits than of any other foodstuffs.

53. When all this has been explained to them, landowners and farmers should be informed
that they will be given reasonable opportunity to adjust themselves to the new conditions. The
agricultural labourers being secured their share of prqfits by the institution of a minimum
\vage, the landowners and the farmers may be left to adjust their shares between them and
also to come to an agreement (which is essential) about the relaxation of covenants against
the ploughing of grass land or of any others which tend to discourage good farming. We are
satisfied that they will have no difficulty in doing so much more satisfactorily than the State
could for them.

...
entertain no doubt that landowners farmers and agricultural labourers alike

will realise the greatness of the trust reposed in them, that they will rejoice at the recognition
of tiie fundamental importance of agriculture to the national life, and that they will do all,
and more than all, that their country demands of them. But we recognise that, when once
tke Mate has embarked on such a policy as we recommend, for the sake of the nation’s safety,
it can run no avoidable risk of its failure. Neither the idiosyncrasies, nor the incapacity, nor
tlie lack of patriotism of individuals can be allowed to interpose even a partial barrier to the
success of a national policy. We recommend that the Boards and Department of Agriculture
siiould fie instructed to carry out a general survey of the conditions of agriculture throughout
the United Kingdom, and that the utmost care should be exercised in selecting those who are

,

h^dertnke^ the work. Further, in Great Britain* we recommend that a panel of Assessors!
should be set iip for groups of counties in England and Wales,! one third of each panel to be
appointed by the Board of Agriculture, one-third by the Chairmen of the County Councils in the
area, and one-third by the President of the Surveyors’ Institution. In Scotland, one-third of
each panel should be appointed by the Board of Agriculture, one-third by the Chairmen of the
County Councils in the area, and one-third by the Sheriffs of each county. In each case the
nominators should meet and confer before making their selections, and the panels should he
composed of men thoroughly skilled in estate management or in practical farming. The
grouping of counties for this purpose might follow the existing provincial divisions for the
agricumual education and live-stock schemes. There should also he constituted for England
VV ales and Scotland separately a Review Committee! consisting in each case of three persons,
tlie greatest authorities on agriculture and estate management obtainable, who should he
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they thought material to the oa.se, had to say. But no counsel or solicitor should be permitted

to appear professionally before them, nor should any costs be allowed. On receiving the report of

the Assessors the Board of Agriculture should refer it to the Review Committee, whose function

it would be either to recommend the adoption of the report or to order a supplementary or, if

necessary, a new report. The Committee should not re-hear the case or act in any way as a

Coiu't of Appeal hut merely consider and review the report. If the report, as passed by the

Committee, was adverse to the general management of the estate and showed that good farming

was being discouraged or impeded or bad farming treated with too much leniency or that,

for any other reason, the estate was not making the contribution which it could reasonably be
expected to make to the production of foodstuffs, then certain consequences should follow. What
lliose consequences should he we proceed to explain.

50. We recommend that the Board of Agriculture* should be empowered temporarily

to supersede the landowner in the management of the estate for all purposes essential to agricul-

ture. It should put the estate, or such portion of the estate as it might deem necessary, (except

the mansion and the garden and park, if aiiy, attached to the mansion) into the hands of a

manager whose salary should he fixed by the Board of Agriculture and made a charge upon the

estate. He should have the same powers in respect of the management of the agricultural land

included in the estate as the owner had, and he should manage the estate as trustee for the owner.

He should be a man of proved experience and capacity in the management of an agricultural

estate, and he should render a yearly report and statement of accounts to the owner and to the

Board of Agriculture. The balance of income, if any, derived from the estate after the payment

of the necessary outgoings should he remitted half-yearly to the owner by the Board of Agri-

culture. When once the management of an estate had been so taken over by the Board of

Agriculture, it should retain that management for five years, unless within that period there

had been a successor in title to the original owner,, in which case the estate should be handed

back to his management at the end of the current farming year, if he so desires it and is pre-

pared to accept such liabilities as may have been incurred in connection with it. If there had

been no change of ownership within that period, the Board of Agriculture should he empowered

to hand hack the estate td the original owner at its termination if it was satisfied that the future

management of the estate would be satisfactory. If it was not so satisfied, then it would continue

to manage the estate for another quinquennial period, and so on from five years to five years,
_

until

there had been a change of ownership. The owner should, throughout, he undisturbed in the

exercise of sporting rights over the estate, subject to the power of the manager of the estate

to prevent those sporting rights being exercised in a manner detrimental to agriculture or

forestry. If the owner of such an estate is unable or imwilling to develop it for the purpose of

agricultural production, the Board of Agriculture should have the power to borrow from the

Land Commissioners and to develop it for that purpose by the expenditure of capital, the

charges for which (interest and sinking fund) should have priority over all existing charges

on the land charged according to the principle embodied in the Improvement of Land Act, l»b4.

During the period of supersession the power of the owner to make any fresh charges on the

estate, or part of the estate, should be suspended, and the existing charges on it, whether by

way of mortgage or of settlement, should he paid out of the proceeds of the land by the Board

of Agriculture.

57. For the guidance of all concerned, it should he laid down that it shall be the duty

of every landowner so to manage his estate, and that it shall be an implied condition in every

lease or tenancy agreement, that the tenant of agricultural land shall ciiltivate the same

according to the approved practice of the heat agriculture, with a view to the economic pro-

duction in the interests of the community of the greatest amount of food-stufls (foi man or

beast), of which the land, having regard to its quality and position, is reasonably capable.

58. Where land is being badly farmed by a tenant who holds a lease, and who persists

in fanning badly after being duly warned of the ultimate consequences the landowner may

bring the case before the Board of Agriculture, at the same tame giving formal notice of his

action to the tenant. The Board should thereupon ask the local panel to appoint assessors

resident in another county than that in which thefarm is situated to report.upon.the.farm and

in due course should refer their report to the Review Committee. If, as the lesult of the

unfavourable nature of the report in respect of the fanning of the laud, the Bevmw^ComiuiHee

so recommended, then the Board of Agriculture should be empowered

to give twelve months’ notice to the tenant to quit, and that notice should have effect as if the

tenant had held no lease hut was a tenant holding on a yearly agreement.

59 In the later part of our Report we shall deal with agricultiual organisation in all

act. in constant
1
consultatmn with « the country ami

legislation will be'required to effect that improvement-

* The Board of Agriculture and Fished for England and Wales ;
and for Scotland, the Board of Agriculture

for Scotland.
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Gl. The provision of good cottages for agricultural labourers with ample gardens attach 1

to them was an urgent question before the War. We desire to impress upon His Maiestv’ •

Government, with the greatest emphasis at our command, that there can be uo hope of asatisfactory development, of agriculture as long as the demand for cottages remains unsatisfiedThe provision of these cottages should be taken in hand without a moment’s avoidable delay
after the War. In another pait of our Report we shall deal with tlie improvement of tip
a "lenities ^of rural life, the reconstruction of stagnant villages, and the provision of an a<ni-cumirul “

ladder ” for the labourers by means of smallholdings. We mention these subjectsnow lest it should be supposed that we consider that the interest of the labourer in a national
agricultural policy is limited to the questions of wages and housing.

G2. Our attention has been directed to the point that some amendment in the SettledLand Acts may be desirable to allow a share of the proceeds of the sale of a portion of
settled estate to be expended on improvements other than those specified in the existing Acts
1* or instance, we are informed that it is not at present in the power of the Trustees or ofthe Couid to permit any part of such proceeds to be utilised for the purpose of dividing onelarge farm into two or three smaller farms and equipping them with the necessary farm

or cottages, or to enable a tenant for life himself to farm a portion of his own estateIt tins is so, an amendment of the Acts, to make such an utilisation of paid of the capitalreceived from a sale of a portion of the estate permissible, seems to us to be highly desirable
}}

e observe that a Bill,* carefully prepared by the Law Society, containing every altera-tion winch in their experience and opinion was required to facilitate the management of settledlanded property, was introduced into the House of Lords by Lord Haldane, when LordChancellor, in 1914, and in our opinion that measure should be proceeded with at the earliestpossible opportunity. •

I3 ' 4e “kAnges in farming which' we contemplate it will be necessary
lor the state m addition to providing farmers with security against loss, to place at theirdisposal the best available scientific and practical advice. Indeed, it will be impossible tocarry out the scheme (except with serious loss and wastage) unless it is accompanied bv animportant development of the facilities at present available in tile United Kingdom for agricul-tural education, technical advice, and research. It will be necessary to insist on the importance
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G4. Before concluding this part of our Report, we wish to make certaiu recommendationsm respect oi the introduction of the sugar beet industry into the United Kingdom. For several
tJje Possibility of developing the agricultural resources of this country by introducing

tlie sugar b£et industry into England and Wales has been under consideration by agriculturists
and the Government Departments concerned. We believe that the advantages to be derived
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brought their operations to a temporary conclusion. Nevertheless, we do not think that an
experiment on an adequate scale has yet been made. Up to the present the Government has
been hampered m providing financial assistance towards the erection of a sugar beet factory
(or in guaranteeing a company against loss) by two considerations. In the" first place, tlie
Brussels Sugar Convention limited the extent to which Government assistance could be given
to the industry by pledging adhering (States not to give bounties on the export of sugar, which
the Board of Ira.de considered included the payment of grants to assist the manufacture of home-
grown sugar, of which some might be exported. His Majesty’s Government withdrew from tlie
Brussels Sugar Convention as from 1st September, 1913. Although, at that time, tliev expressed
continued adherence to tlie fundamental principles of the Convention, they reserved to'tliemselves
power, by giving six months’ notice, to adopt any measures they thought fit to promote the
establishment of the sugar beet industry. Tlie second difficulty has been the limitation imposed
on the Development Commissioners by the Development and Road Improvement Funds Act,
1909, to recommend advances only to associations not trading for profit. Probably one of the
best ways in which the required experiment could be carried out under commercial conditions
would be for the Government to undertake to share (or to guarantee) any loss, up to a specified
amount, which might be sustained by a company aiming at making a profit for its shareholders.
Such a scheme cannot at present, however, be aided from the Development Fund. To surmount
this obstacle we recommend that either the Development and Road Improvement Funds Act
should be amended in this respect, or that the Government should provide the necessary assist-

ance from sources not subject to the same restrictions as the Development Fund.
67. A Society, entitled the British Sugar Beet Growers’ Society, Limited, has recently

applied to the Treasury for a grant from the Development Fund to enable it to purchase
an estate of about 5,000" acres with a view to the erection of a factory and the cultivation on
its own land of a sufficient acreage of beet to produce the minimum amount of roots required
to work the factory economically. Captain Beville Stanier, M.P., the Chairman of the Society,

in his evidence before us, stated that the capital required to purchase the estate, erect and
equip the factory, &c., would be £500,000, of which he hoped that the Government would
agree to contribute one-half, to be repaid, if required, at the end of ten years, during which
period the State would be asked to guarantee interest on the remaining capital raised from
private individuals. The State would also be asked to undertake to continue during the initial

period of ten years the present surtax, that is, the difference between tlie Customs duty on
imported sugar and the Excise duty on home-grown sugar, which at the present time amounts
to 2s. 4il. per cwt. We believe this scheme to have been thought out with great care and to

be a sound one, but as it is now under the consideration of the Government we
do not express any opinion upon its details. We desire, however, to place on record

our opinion that before the industry can be established it is necessary to ascertain

(a) the price which a factory could afford to give for roots; (6) whether that price

will be sufficient to induce the farmer to substitute beet for a portion of liis present

root crop, and (c) how far beet growing can be introduced into the systems of farming at

present carried on in this country. These questions can only -be settled by an experiment
on a commercial scale, but we are of opinion that the best method of conducting such an
experiment will be by tlie institution of a large farm under the same control as the factory.

68. In view of the great importance which we attach to the establishment of the beet

industry, we urge the Government to arrange without further delay for a complete test of

the commercial possibilities of manufacturing sugar from home-grown beet. We hope that

this test will prove that a considerable proportion of tlie sugar we consume can be grown in

the United Kingdom, and that the introduction of the beet crop into the rotation will increase

the yield of the other crops. In short, we believe that it will" prove that the introduction of

the sugar-beet industry will be a contribution of much importance to the increased production

of foodstuffs in the United Kingdom.

We are.

Sir,

Your obedient Servants,

(Signed) SELBORNE (Chairman)

.

CHARLES BATHURST.
CHARLES DOUGLAS.
AILWYN FELLOWES.
W. FITZHERBERT-BROCKHOLE8.
A. D. HALL.
WILLIAM A. HAYILAND.
C. BRYNER JONES.
DENIS KELLY.
HORACE PLUNKETT.
ROWLAND E. PROTHERO.
G. G. REA.
GEO. H. ROBERTS.
EDWARD G. STRUTT.

H. L. FRENCH,
A. GODDARD,

Joint Secretaries.

30th January, 1917,
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REPORT
BY

SIR MATTHEW WALLACE.

To the Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George, M.P., Prime Minister.

Sir,

"While there is much of the foregoing Report with which I am in cordial agreement 1
nevertheless find in it implications which are contingent upon policy from which I dissent, and
I find myself unahle to add my signature to those of my colleagues and prefer to state my views
in a separate memorandum. It must be borne in mind that the reference deals exclusively with
post-war conditions, and I demur to the present state of emergency arid the measures adopted
to cope with it being exploited so as to postulate a continuance of these measures as a settled
policy after the War.

2. I agree that a complete and thorough survey of all existing agricultural conditions is
required since no step can be judiciously taken without it, and in regard to labourers’ cotta <>es

I agree with the Report.
3. I also agree with my colleagues in reference to agricultural wages and wages boards,

but I object to this necessary reform being made contingent upon the policy of guaranteed prices
for corn. The question is one chiefly affecting the south of England, since wages in the north
of England and in Scotland have been fairly high, and a Wages Board has no terrors for
employers there. In the south, of England, where wages are lowest, rents are also lowest, and
it is not apparent that tlie conditions prevailing are incompatible with the payment of the same
wages as those obtaining in the north. A return for such increase is usually to be found in
greater efficiency. The question was a clamant one before the War and was about to receive
attention. The late Prime Minister, Mr. Asquith, seven months before the outbreak of war,
indicated the method by which he proposed to effect a remedy, as follows :

—
“We have reached the conclusion that this is a case in which the State must step

in and secure a minimum wage. What do I mean when I use the expression ‘a minimum
wage P I mean a wage such as to ensure a labourer of average industry and prudence
reasonable conditions of living, among which I include, and note this, the ability to pay
a commercial or economic rent for the house in which he lives We believe—
I say it as the result of careful examination—that the raising of the wage in the worst-

to the level upon which it is already paid, without any undue tax upon the
profitableness of the agriculture, in the areas which are best paid, will not in tlie long
run impose any burden upon the farmer. Not only in this, but in other industries; not
only in this country at this time, but in other countries at other times, all experience
shows that ill-paid labour is the least efficient and that an increase in efficiency due to
better food and to the raising of the general conditions of daily life, will sooner or later—
and, as we think, sooner rather than later—make itself apparent in increased productive-
ness and yield. But none the less we recognise that the change may carry with it

temporary burdens, and we propose, as you know, that, if the farmer can show on appliea-
tion to this Judicial Commission, that that is the case, they may consider its bearing
01

J
r
f
n^ wbich he ought to pay to the landlord, taking, of course, into account,

whether he was fully or under paid before.”
This, t° my mind, is a sound policy applicable to the whole country niter the War.

.
,

i •
I lc fa'at P01*1011 *,le Hepp't with which I find mysell in conflict is the narrative ol

the Depression and its effects. It is incomplete in one most important particular via themmssion of all reference to the mflatipn of rents which took place in the ’sixties and ’seventies

d l I \ 1 P
'

a™ T£ ti™ 1Se “ I*10'* 01 P"***. This was the real cause of the farmers’
distress when price, fell When rents were reduced the situation was eased, but meanwhilemuch farmers capital had disappeared. Mention is mode of the landlords’ losses of £834,000.000,
arrived at by a remarkable process of computation, viz. :

—

Capital Value.

1875

..

.

1804

..

.

£
55.018,428
40

,
317,729

30
18

1
,
608

,
552.840

833
,
719,122 }

834
,
833,718

nrioivto ' nwiDO'^l'
1

6

™lue
i°

f t
t
ese a comparative statement of the twenty years

pnoi to 1875, showing the annual value of 1855 x 18 years’ purchase and 1874 x 30 years’
pui chase would be required. The balance of gain would, in my opinion far more than outweigh

underwent°sn aSaH "SZ&J " ^.rd.’ loss. It ij indeed l matter Zurplt tS reifls

to the previous inflation,
' ^ the ReveTli7 of the depression and having regard
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Sts:
biOTgU capital witli them or they speedily amassed it, for they or their sons are now extremely
prosperous, and fiistnate iood prodncera That a portion o{ Essex within a few miles of London,
the b̂ t ill tile woild, should still remain m a derelict condition, “ clothed with a dense
growth of bramble, hnei, thorn and gorse is truly deplorable. Surely legislation can provide
a lemedy foi this. Befoie the War thousands of competent farmers emigrated annually, and
otter the ai numy thousands will follow, m search of land presenting physical difficulties of
cultivation compared to which the clearance of bramble, brier, thorn and gorse are trifles. Give
such men the chance of occupying this derelict territory on prairie terms and there will soon be
no waste land in Essex.

6. It is on the head of minimum guaranteed prices mainly that I disagree with theReport the policy indicated being minimum guaranteed prices on wheat and oats It is
advocated primarily on the ground that it would provide security and stability to the farmer
This assurance I cannot accept, and it is necessary to go closely into the reason of my scepticism'
In the first place, minimum guarantee, are themselves essentially unstable. Even on thisCommittee, after considering for two months and hearing evidence, the prices deliberately
adopted lemomed constant for only one week and more recent experience nffortls abundant
illustration of the uncertainties attaching to the fixation of minimum and maximum prices
Since one Parliament cannot bind its successor, there can he no security for a continuing policy
while the perils of uncertainty are manifest. Therefore, in my opinion, the farmer would do

110
mL

01
1
a
i-
y

i

SUCa ur
,

ciaJ- assistance - Moreover, sucli artificial prosperity is liable to
kali, ihe Report discloses at least two ways by which the farmer can immediately be relieved
of his subsidy, viz., increased wages and increased taxation (para. 44). I would venture to
suggest a third, viz., increased rent—not less probable than either of the other two. Most if
not all of the witnesses admitted that any State subsidy must reflect on rents, and indeed such is
the tacit admission of the Report. It is plain, therefore, that the farmer would be left with onlv
a fraction of his bounty, and it must be obvious that, if it takes the whole of the difference
between the “ Gazette ” price and the guarantee to induce, a farmer to break up grass and grow
corn, a fraction thereof will he unlikely to encourage him to persevere. There is another point
upon which the farmer would do well to reflect, viz., that minimum guaranteed prices are apt
to become maxima, indeed such a result would appear to be by no means improbable. If a
farmer is guara nteerl his prices and consequently his profit, the burden meanwhile being borne
by the taxpayer, will not the taxpayer in his turn demand that when the “Gazette” price
exceeds the guarantee, the surplus should flow to the Treasury?

7. What is described in the Report as slack farming is greatly to be deplored, and an amend-
ment must be sought for, and insisted upon, but I do not believe that the payment of a bounty
would stimulate a slack farmer, who would continue to grow the same quantity of wheat as
before and pocket the bounty. It used to be said that the best way to stimulate a farmer was
to raise his rent, and I think a hint of this is contained in the last sentence of para. 49. At
all events it is a doctrine which has been revived and quite recently advocated publicly by one
who is both an eminent agriculturist and a landlord. These two plans for stimulating the
farmer are incongruous, but their juxtaposition is not without the suggestion that the one
provides an easy method of achieving the other. The farmer would do well to study the
machinery proposed for administration in paras. 37 and 38, and will doubtless realise how com-
plicated and unworkable it is.

8. The first and most patent objection to minimum guaranteed prices on corn is that the
minimum guarantee must be high enough to fit the minimum yield per acre. The Committee
wei'e told by Mr. T. H. Middleton, Assistant Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, that of the
three million acres which would require to be broken up to reach the .1874 standard of tillage
m England and Wales, two million acres would be of equal staple and capable of producing
equal crops to the land now bearing wheat, but that the remaining one million acres would grow
only 27 bushels per acre with the best management and most scientific treatment as regards seed
selection and fertilizers. The guarantee must therefore be high enough to secure the occupier
of such land a profit if he is to he induced to grow wheat, and if such guarantee is forthcoming,
and is universally applied to all wheat growers, it is obvious that public money would be. granted
unnecessarily when the economic point of yield is reached. Such a scheme of bounties is calcu-
lated to aggrandise those who do not need assistance and to stint those who do. Thus, supposing
the difference between the “ Gazette ” and guarantee prices was 10s. per quarter for wheat, the
man whose land will only produce three quarters per acre would only get 30s. per acre, and it

would not he enough. On the other hand, the man whose land produces six quarters, and who
certainly needs no help, would get 60s. per acre. To illustrate this point I would refer to the
evidence of two witnesses. One, who was a large grower of wheat on good land, told the Com-
mittee that his yield was seven quarters per acre, and his figures showed very high profits under
pre-war conditions. He advocated a guaranteed minimum but when pressed he. frankly avowed
that to endow him in this way would be a gross abiise of public funds.

9. The other, who was most reluctant to admit any profit in wheat growing, advocated a

minimum guarantee of 75s. to 80s. per quarter, and concluded by declaring that, no matter what
steps were taken, not another quarter of wheat could be got from Norfolk, which already was in
full bearing of wheat. Now Norfolk produces 500,000 quarters annually and the difference
between the .1913 price and the guarantee demanded by this witness would be at least 40s. per
quarter, making a sum of £1,100,000 to be granted annually from public funds to Norfolk, which
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would hardly be a good bargain for the State, since, according to this witness, no more wheat
would be forthcoming. These are, no doubt, extreme cases, but they serve to illustrate the
operation of guaranteed prices and show how public money can be made to how in channels which
are wasteful and unproductive.

.10. Further, in aggravation of this abuse the Report suggests that the good land should
be retained in grass and the land of poor staple put to tillage. Paragraph 21 enumerates four
classes of pasture, three of which it is claimed should not be ploughed, the fourth only being put
to tillage. The second and third classes, i.e., grass on plastic clay and grass in an impossible
climate, both of which present obstacles to tillage, difficult to overcome, had probably better
remain in grass. Put 1 join issue sharply with the Report upon the treatment of the first class
and the last class of pasture lands enumerated. The first class is good land. It is not suggested
that it offers any physical obstacles to tillage. The excellent pasture it bears is indicative of its
excellent inherent fertility. It is here precisely where the most bountiful of tillage crops could
be produced, wheat, potatoes, roots and rotation grasses. The plea that its retention in grass
can he “ defended on economic grounds ” cannot be accepted. It may yield the owner as good
a rent as it would fetch as tillage land, it may yield the occupier a comfortable profit without
much trouble, in short it is a thoroughly sound economic proposition

;
but that is uot the

the question. It is not a question of whether it is economically sound iu grass, but whether it
would be economically sound in tillage. If it can be shown that it offers insurmountable diffi-
culties to tillage or that it would grow poor crops in tillage rotation there is nothing to be said
but it would be wrong to exclude it from tillage on such slender ground as that it pays in grass]
and it would be the surest way to defeat the purpose set out in the remit to this Committee!
The phrase “ defended on economic grounds ” is a loose and ambiguous one under cover of which
hundreds of thousands of acres of what is or can he made the best arable land in Britain would
be excluded from tillage, land capable of growing crops which need no bounties. If attention
be directed to the other category of grass it will be found to contain the greater part of the
million acres capable of producing at the best 27 bushels of wheat, and not only will its cereal
yield be low, but it will be a struggle to make ends meet throughout the whole rotation, since it
was clearly proved from Mr. Middleton’s figures that this class of land was much more expensive
to work. This is, of course, the class of land that would require bounties if tillage thereof were
made compulsory. Political economists can form their own opinion of a proposition which
excludes land from tillage which is self-supporting and highly productive in tillage, and includes
land which is unprofitable in tillage and requires grants from public funds to supply the
deficiency. As a tillage farmer of long standing and experience, occupying both classes of
land, I must record my opinion that such a policy is subversive of every principle of tillage

husbandry
,
and that its adoption demands that those who practice it shall receive the

n °ij
bmmtks

'.
^ere *s n.° reason why land of poor staple which has ‘ tumbled down 5

to grass
should remain in that condition, and the fact that it has so remained is not creditable to those
responsible for it. Labour has certainly not been costly in districts where these conditions
chiefly obtain. There have been many periods during the thirty years in question when grass
seeds were good and cheap. Such land can be properly laid out to grass, and as grass can be
lumrisned with fertilizers. On the other hand, good land should be made to produce its last
mince of food under the plough. Mr. Middleton’s evidence was that the million acres would

annually in wheat, that is 200,000 acres, which at 27 bushels per acre gives
> (o,000 quarters per annum. It seems incredible that for such a small quantity of wheat or
a proportionately small quantity of oats the whole economy of agriculture should be disturbed,
a bounty-fed system which might cost the Treasury millions of pounds annually set up, and
cumbersome costly, and inquisitorial machinery of administration invoked.
. . .

Report is based on the assumption that cereal growing does not pay, and indeed
tnat it is only engaged m with fair constancy year by year because of tenacity to custom and
ot faith m what the future may bold. It can hardly be suggested that custom and hope would
enable a man to carry on this business at a loss for 35 years. Another reason vouchsafed is the
convenience of having straw. Now, straw is not a convenience, it is an absolute necessity to the.name farmer; he cannot do without it. It is a most important integral part of his business
without which he can neither feed his stock nor fertilize his land. Therefore it has value.
Evidence was given before the Committee as to the value of straw per acre, and the lowest
figure named was £2 per acre and the highest 154 10s. The mean of these two figures—£3 5s.—
is exactly fifty per cent, of what was shown to he the average cost of growing wheat—£6 10s.—
per acre. Put the evidence of farmers before the Committee showed that profits on wheat were
by no means confined to straw. All were prosperous growers of wheat and some submitted their
accounts showing substantial profits on wheat even in the derelict countv of Essex. It is idle
to single out any one crop of a rotation, and say that it does not pay; that indeed could easily
be done with every crop m the rotation and figures could be produced purporting to justify such a
conclusion The broad question is—Does tillage pay? The answer is that it does; and the
statement that it does not is negatived by the success with which farmers have been able to

12 '

,

is Mt. very bold. It is not enough to express
the opinion that the world price will not fall below the guarantees named—42s. per quarter for
wheat, and 23«. per quarter for oats—and to indicate a ready "reckoner iiTtiie'‘^nTof'ti.ia

*•
°

o1 sfoi oats—m which case the margin the Exchequer would annually have to pay would be 10*.
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per quaiter rai wheat oud 3s M. per quarter on oats, and the amount parable would be approxi-
mately i3 500 MO fo each bad of gram a total of £7,000,000. That would be the sum if
there wasi

noi expansion at aU- If the production was doubled, the annual payment to farmers
'
Tl*®, f?™. do not represent all the cost to the

country, lor the ponderous machinery of administration is bound to be very expensive.
I do not wish to go further and suggest a higher production and still higher payment as I do
not heheve the production emu go further, although I am persuaded that it would by no means
complete the bill, for once the principle of guaranteed prices is adopted, it will he found to be
an exceedingly slippeiy slope, and those who relj on the production of food other than wheat
and cats will never rest content so long as their products do not enjoy similar treatment.

13. ine above calculations are based upon the minimum guaranteed prices which the
Iieport recommends should he perpetual. But for the first two years after the conclusion of
peace it is recommended that the guaranteed prices of wheat and oats should he at least com-
parable to the prices ruling during the War itself. When that was written and signed the
price of wheat and oats ranged at about 75s. and 50.?. per quarter respectively. Can it be
possible that these prices or prices approaching them are seriously recommended as minima
for two years after the conclusion of peace? What is there to justify such a proposal?
It is not suggested that farmers require these high prices to make profits even now

;
still less

so after the War, when the labour difficulty will be eased, at all events as respects supply,
and when fertilizers will he cheapened by the release of acids no longer required in munition
making.

14. The effect of guaranteed prices on rents has already been alluded to, and the question
is asked in the Report:—Should a Land Court he established to adjust rents? As a business
man I have never been able to see why landlords should not take economic rents

;
hut I remark

here that if such economic rents are affected by grants from public funds, then the landlord
must submit to public control. In any case some control of both landlord and tenant is neces-

sary to secure maximum production. It is stated in paragraph 50 that “Landowners find it

difficult and invidious to give notice to quit to an otherwise estimable neighbour, because he is

a bad farmer.” I agree with the Report that some machinery is necessary to enable that

difficulty to be overcome. The Report suggests the necessary tribunal in paragraph 58—The
Board of Agriculture—through, whose interposition the landlord is to he enabled to get rid of a
had farming tenant. Now, what is this hut a sort of Land Court? Assuredly, as national

interests and the landlord’s interests alike demand an appeal to the tribunal in the case specified,

so also do national interests and common elementary justice demand that the tenant shall have

a similar right of appeal as well as protection against disturbance in bis tenure for any assigned

reason, including that of rent. A little consideration will, I feel sure, show that the Board
of Agriculture officials are not the proper persons to deal with such questions. They have their

own proper duties, and had much better not be concerned with landlord and tenant disputes. A
statutory body composed of specially qualified men is much to he preferred

.

15. In formulating an agricultural policy the first thing to he considered is, in my opinion,

security and stability to the farmer, security, that is, in liis tenure and in the fruits of his enter-

prise. No man can be expected to put forth his utmost efforts in creating national wealth,

and prosperity for himself, which another may take. In my opinion the time has arrived when,

in the interests of the State, this question must be resolutely faced. Only in such an event can

compulsion of the farmer he justified.
.

16. The remit enjoins consideration of this subject with regard to national security. I do

not believe that it is possible to provide security in the sense of producing home grown food suffi-

cient for the consumption of the entire population. There are too many mouths and too few acres.

But, undoubtedly, the food production of Britain can be enormously increased by more tillage

and better farming. In these two respects there is no serious difference between the opinions of

the majority of the Committee and my own. . .

17'. Efficiency is, however, the keynote of the situation, and the means ot ensuring tills

the State can provide. The second part‘of the Report will, I am sure, indicate how this can be

accomplished. Instruction and information have not yet reached the man who tills the soil;

his desire for knowledge has not even been quickened. Give the farmer information, acquaint

him with the reason of things, and you will give him the most wholesome kind of State aicl.

To some extent this has been accomplished, and where this is the case I am certain that

never in the history of British Agriculture has there been a period of better farming and greater

production. Indeed it is true almost universally in certain districts and of certain selected

crops. One could, for instance, point to the enormous development of potato culture in -ftast

Anglia, or to the market gardening of Evesham, and ask with pride, where m the wide world

such production could he matched; and this has been accomplished, not by sitting down,

wringing the hands and whimpering for bounties, but by the application of high intelligence,

technical slrill and industry.
. ,, . ...

18. Technical instruction and agricultural education generally should in my opinion be

under the jurisdiction of Departments of Agriculture as it is in Ireland, and the powers

functions, and efficiency of these Departments should be enlarged m manifold degree. A
million pounds, or a much larger sum if necessary, annually spent in this way would lepay the

expenditure tenfold. It is no use trying to teach agriculture m colleges or from books alone.

To raise the standard of efficiency and of produotion, instruction must be brought i^ht down to

the farmer, and his interest must be enlisted. Demonstrate to him on his own land eve,U.ee

Ws hooks for him for a time if necessary; but leave him with uo excuse foi i^ornuce When

all that has been done it will be time enough to use compulsion in respect of methods. Toi
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that no complicated machinery is necessary. Moreover, land in grass which ought to b
tillage, and which can be proved to be profitable in tillage, should reasonably be the subject

**

taxation
; a precedent for this is the Irish policy now in operation.

J c of
19.

1 confess X have not been able to arrive at a clear view upon the question of the «•
lueut of a bonus for breaking up grass. The evidence was conflicting as to the necessity a
in the main I am inclined to the opinion that the farmer breaking up grass has, in the eumulati
fertility accruing from long- retention in grass, an asset sufficient to carry him well throwJk
initial outlays. But under this head I think the landlord is clearly entitled to some consider
tion. In many cases he will have to provide equipment where there is an extension of tillace"
Siicli advances need not be uniform or universally applied, but I am of opinion that there if l
principle of justice involved which should nfct he disregarded. The experience of the present
year, when it is hoped large areas will be brought under the plough by the system of bonuses
adopted, will be of the utmost value in determining what action should be taken in the future

20. I have no personal experience of the cultivation of sugar beet, but after a careful
consideration of the evidence I support the recommendation of the Report.’ TTnquestiombl •*

a root crop of such importance could be established as an economic proposition it would o *
to solve the problem of increased tillage. Root crops, or, as they are called in some dis?° +
fallow crops or green crops, are, in my opinion, the foundation of tillage operations and
the true sense the pivotal crops. Secure these, and cereal crops automatically follow' TV •

of course, diametrically opposed to the opinion expressed in the Report that cereals ml v if’
the pivotal crops I regard this difference as one of extreme importance, and it governs to !great extent the different opinions expressed. In this opinion I am supported by TV pilp
of Rothamsted who says m his evidence “ The key to the situation seemed therefore to lie in theroot or fallow break. The wheat crop may be regarded ns the superstructure seen by the imbl fhut the root crop was the foundation on which it rested.”

ne
1 -

llc

21. The fact that on the one hand this country with its teeming population affords ansurpassed market for agricultural produce, while on the other, the land of these isIaTda nmviZsoif of ataost unrivalled productivity, should surely lead to the reflection that some interT7nt»obstacle must be responsible for any failure on the part of agriculture as a profitable iud^Itry
*

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

MATTW. G. WALLACE.
20th February, 1917.
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APPENDIX I.

LIST OF WITNESSES WHO HAVE GIVEN ORAL EVIDENCE BEFORE THE SUB-COMMITTEE.
(IOtii October—'7th December, 1916.)

Name.
|

Representing, Nominated by, or other Qualification.

1. The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres

2! The Rt. Hon. F. D. Acland, M.P

3. Professor John Wrightson

4. Mr. C. W. Fielding

5. Mr. George A. Ferguson

6. Mr. W. H. Beveridge, C.B

7. Mr. H. Jones-Davies

8. Mr. T. H. Middleton, C.B

9. Sir Robert P. Wright
10. Mr. R. N. Dowling ...

11. The Hon. E. G. Strutt

12. Principal W. G. R. Paterson

13. Mr. Richard Edwards
14. Mr. C. Bryner-Jones, M.Sc
16. Captain Beville Stanier, M.P.

16. Mr. E. J. Russell, D.Sc.

'll. Mr. Joseph Forbes Duncan
18. Mr. G. Bertram Shields

19. Mr. C. P. Hall

20. The Rt. Hon. Viscount Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.
21. Mr. J. M. Clark
22. Mr. W. W. Berry
28. Mr. Henry Overman
24. Mr. R. G. Patterson

President of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries.

Late Principal of the College of Agriculture, Downton,
Wilts. Special Crop Reporter to “ The Times.”

Farmer, County of Elgin.
Assistant Secretary, Board of Trade Employment
Department.

County Land Agent for Carmarthenshire, Develop-
ment Commissioner, &e.

Assistant Secretary, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.

Chairman of the Board of Agriculture for Scotland.
Organiser of Agricultural Education to the Lindsey
County Council.

Member of the Sub-Committee.
West of Scotland Agricultural College, Glasgow.
Farmer in Shropshire and Denbighshire.
Agricultural Commissioner for Wales.
Chairman of the British Sugar Beet Growers’ Society,

Limited.
Director of Rothamsted Experimental Station, Har-
penden.

Hon. Secretary, Scottish Farm Servants’ Union.
Farmer in Haddingtonshire.
Land Agent to the Duke of Bedford, Woburn, Bed-

fordshire.

Land Agent, Haltwhistle, Northumberland.
Farmer in Kent and Wiltshire.

Farmer in Norfolk and Northamptonshire.
Farmer in Staffordshire.

APPENDIX II

MEMORANDUM ON WHEAT PRODUCTION RECEIVED FROM PROFESSOR R. H. BIFFEN, F.R.S.

(School op Agriculture, Cambridge.)

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
1. The area devoted to the wheat crop in this

country is so entirely dependent on the prices obtained
for the grain, that it is highly improbable that any
extension will take place unless the farmers see their

way to obtain greater profits from the crop than they
have in the past.

The interdependence is shown in Fig. 1, where the
lower line represents the price in shillings per quarter,

and the upper line the area in millions of acres

devoted to the crop. From 1870 until 1894, prices and
acreage fell rapidly, but since 1897 the fairly steady

rise in prices has been accompanied by a gradual rise

in the acreage. The curves oross one another at

several points, but this is due mainly to fluctuation

in the acreage brought about by bad weather con-

ditions during the late autumn when sowing should

be in progress.

Fig. I.—Homu Crop. Comparison 0f Prices ( )
and Areas ( ).
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2. There are reasons for considering that the rise in

price and consequently the increase in the area under
wheat will continue. It is impossible to set these out
fully, but the more important facts bearing on this

point can be briefly summarised.

3. The fall between 1870 and 1894 was due mainly
to the enormously rapid increase in the area under
wheat in the United States. During this period the
American population increased relatively slowly, with
the result that there was a vast surplus available for

export, l'urther, the crops were produced unrW
prairie conditions and the growers could afford to tebl
a very low price for them. This, however wa« ?
passing phase, for though the United States are still
the largest wheat producers in the world, and thou-Tb
the area still tends to increase slightlv the
exported tend, to tall (Fig. 2). ?'h. Result,

™°
6
“

marked that we find American agricultural experts
seriously considering the possibility of the Unite-1
States having to become a wheat importing countrv inorder to feed the rapidly growing population

J

Fig. II.— Comparison of the Crop and Exports of the U.S.A.

/MS /870 /87S ~7e&0
~

'/sits'

4. It may be assumed that the course of events.
* uoau-uicu uuu wie course or eventsm America will prove typical of that of other

countries where there has been a rapid rise in pro-
duction under prairie conditions. The soils gradually
become exhausted, and in place of continuous wheat
cultivation a system of rotations has to be adoptedm order to restore and retain their fertility.
In Canada, where production has increased rapidly

from 1890 up to the present time, the first settled
portions in the eastern parts of the country have
been forced to fall back on the more intensive rotational
cropping leaving the newly settled western and north-
western Provinces to carry on the system of extensive
wheat growing under prairie conditions. It is
impossible to say how much longer this cheap form of
cultivation can be carried on. One of the most
conservative of the Canadian estimates puts theundeveloped wheat area at about 14 million acres,
whilst in another treble this figure is given as theaiea ol new land which will' ultimately be broughtunder this crop. It may be that Canada can double

+WP pr°d\ctl0?> it by no means follows

export
h Wl11 bS double the P resent surplus for

5
’ JF\

ere ar° S6ve
,

ral facts wFich lead one to question

shortlv Crt, S fr
.

eq
?
en% made that Canada will

Sa
th

i
Senary. In the first place

do inf S+-
m
f

adS fr0“ ^hxiat §rowing small and they

f.

0
.

3 many of the growers. A recent reportstates that m Manitoba they only amount to 2 65dollars an acre, whilst in Saskatchewan they are as lowaa 1.72 dollars. These two Provinces produce nenrlvthree-fourths of the total Canadian crop If nrofitscontinue at this level, it seems unlikely that thefe wdl
g
lt

at extension ia area under whelt

JSpT ?!!»*?

/890 /S9S /90O /90S /9/0
6. The position in the Argentine, another of our

sources of cheap wheat, is more difficult to ascertain
owing to the lack of reliable statistics. Since 1888 the
area under wheat has increased from 2 to over 15
million acres, and in the same period our imports from
this country have risen from 01 to some 25 per cent, of
our total wheat imports. This has been accomplished
in spite of an indifferent labour supply, bad systems of
land tenure and very inadequate facilities for handling
the crop. There are also indications that the wheat
aiea pay be increased still further, for lucerne cultiva-
tion is becoming general on many of the largest cattle
ranches, and this crop is an excellent preparation for
wheat. Improvements in the methods of cultivation
will certainly lead to a large increase in the amount
grown. But this does not necessarily imply that the
Argentine will be in a position to flood this country
with wheat at a lower price than we can raise it here,
the factors which tell against this are the increasing
needs of the Argentine population which appears to
treble its numbers in about forty years, the uncertain-
ties of the yield owing to drought, rust and the attacks
o locusts, and the high cost of freights between the
two countries.

7. Russia, which is second only to the United States
as a wheat producer, and occupies the first place if
Asiatic Russia is included, has of late years provided
us with about 10 per cent, of our total imports. An
analysis of the figures for the past 30 years shows no
mariced tendency for the amount to either increase or
dimmish, though it varies considerably from year to
yeai. The increasing wheat crop of the country
appears to be absorbed locally owing to the fact that
wheaten bread is «v,.<,d„„ii„ c

uv. «oou± uea locauy, owing to the tact tm

rvl
6

n + T> -
s gradnalI7 replacing that made from

3 • nut Russian agriculture is still carried on, on
somewhat primitive lines, and it seems probable that

e attention now being paid to its more scientific
development will lead to a considerable increase in the
ow average yields per acre characteristic of even the
best wheat-growing districts. Lack of data prevent
any consideration of the problem whether this increase
will lead to greater exports or whether if will be
required by the growing population.

<*«"*. On*tK whole it“teFprS
tereraging ly.o hushes her aere to th.pemd 191°-1914

) hut great losses are often SperienSdthrough the attacks of black rust, and in t£ n3rtWndistricts much damage is often erased by tort Worethe grain is ready for harrest.
J Mt01e
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8. Both. India and Australia have for the past 30
years sent considerable, but very variable quantities

of wheat to this country. In neither case can one see

much possibility of the amounts being increased sub-
stantially, and the fact has always to be borne in mind
that neither source is a particularly dependable one.

9. Whilst many of the facts are ill-defined, the
general conclusions which can be drawn are fairly clear.

'l'he world’s crop continues to increase slowly, and
concurrently with this the number of wheat consumers
increases—partly through the growth of the population,
and partly through wheat replacing other cereal foods.

Prices have tended to rise of late years, a fact which
may indicate that the world’s consumption is increas-

ing faster than its rate of production. There are now
no vast areas of land comparable with those of North
and South America awaiting the pioneer wheat
growers, and consequently there is no likelihood of any
repetition of the over-production characteristic of the
period 1874-1894. In all probability the price of wheat
will continue to rise still further, and a level will be
reached at which it will pay the home producer to
devote more capital and energy to the problem of

feeding the nation.

10. In 1914, wheat cultivation on land capable of
producing an average crop of 32 bushels an acre was
profitable with wheat at 35s. per quarter. In the
immediate future, the farmer will probably look for a
price of 40s. per quarter to cover the increased cost
of production brought about by a higher wages bill.

On less fertile soils and also on soils where there is a
certain amount of risk in growing the crop owing to
the difficulties of securing a tilth in the autumn
months, a higher return—possibly amounting to 45s.

will be expected.

I.—Improvements in the Kinds of Wheat Grown.

11. Increased production may be expected from any
improvement in the kinds of wheat grown. Until
recently, so little had been effected in this direction,
that some of the oldest wheats in cultivation were still

the best grown. But of late years the systematic study
of cross-breeding has opened up great possibilities of
improvement* An examination of wheats collected
from all parts of the wheat-growing world has shewn
that, whilst practically all of them are valueless
for cultivation here, some few of them possess charac-
tistics of considerable value which are lacking in our
own wheats, but which the plant-breeder can—to put
the matter somewhat crudely—transfer to the varieties
we now grow. This can be illustrated by a couple of
examples:—(a) showing the possibility of increasing
the yield per acre

; (b ) of increasing the value of the
crop itself.

12. (a) The yield per acre is determined by many
factors. One of these is the loss caused by the attacks
of various fungoid parasites of which the common
yellow rust is the most important. Farmers rarely
recognise that its presence in a crop is serious unless
the epidemic happens to, be particularly severe. Pro-
bably this is due to the fact that no experimental data
exist to show what these losses amount to. It appears
to be from 5 to 10 per cent, of the crop annually, but
this season several cases have come under my notice
in the fen country where its attacks have reduced the
yield per acre by one half, or even so obviously ruined
the crop that it was cut for hay. These losses are pre-
ventable, for rust-resisting wheats have been dis-

covered and this characteristic has been transferred
to varieties suitable for cultivation here. One of these
has been tested on an extensive scale during the past
four seasons, and found to give an average crop of 4
to 5 bushels more per acre than the ordinary rust-
susceptible wheats generally grown. Records received
from growers agree with these results, for they put
the increase in their crops at 10 to 12 per cent. Still

greater resistance has been secured, but as the varie-
ties have not been tested on the wholesale scale by
farmers, no reference will be made to them. However,
taking only the results already obtained in practice,
they point to the fact that the improvement in this
single feature leads, with wheat at 40s. per quarter,
to a gain of about £1 per acre.

.
13. (b) A comparison of the prices of English and

imported grain shows that the home crop is worth
some 3s. or 4s. less per quarter than much of the wheat
from America and Canada. These higher prices are
paid at the ports of entry, and by the time the
grain reaches the inland mills (the farmer’s natural
markets)the difference in value amounts to 4s. or 5s.

14. The increased value of these imported wheats
is due to their superiority for the manufacture of the
type of bread now in universal demand in this
country.

.

English wheats lack a characteristic found
in these imported varieties which is known to millers
and bakers as “ strength.” Until recently it was
believed that this feature was determined solely by
climatic conditions. This view has been proved to be
incorrect in certain cases, and we now know of several
varieties capable of producing grain here which is

practically as strong as that of the best imported
wheats. Unfortunately these varieties are not suit-
able for general cultivation here. Their yield per
acre is usually too low and the straw too slender and
brittle to warrant any hopes of their ever being grown
on an extensive scale. But their strength can be
transferred to the heavy cropping kinds which we
grow in this country. Many such types have been
raised now, and the attempt is being made to find
amongst these sorts suitable for the various soil and
climatic conditions met with in England. The first
strong variety raised and introduced lias had a some-
what chequered career, for whilst it has been found
to succeed well in some districts, its cropping capacity
in others has been too low to be satisfactory. It is
now thoroughly established in the districts which suit
it, and its produce is sought after by the millers, who
willingly pay 3s. or 4s. more per quarter for it than
they pay for the ordinary wheats. A second variety
has been introduced this season which in the pre-
liminary trials has been found to possess excellent
baking properties, whilst its cropping capacity on the
farm attached to the Plant Breeding Institute at
Cambridge, and at two other places, has proved
superior to that of Square Head’s Master.

15. If, as there is every reason to hope, the problem
of breeding satisfactory strong wheats has been solved,
then their cultivation should add about £1 to the
value of the produce of every acre of wheat in the
country.

16. These examples by no means exhaust the possi-
bilities of improving English wheats.

17. Probably, of the various methods suggested for
extending the cultivation of wheat in England, the
direct improvement of the plant itself will prove the
most important if only for the reason that increased
profits can be obtained without any further cost t-o

the grower.

II.—Intensive Cultivation.

18. Our present yield of some 32 bushels per acre

is obtained with the minimum expenditure of labour
and of manures on the crop. Compared with that of

most wheat-growing countries it is high, but it reaches
this figure mainly because wheat is now grown only on
those soils capable of producing a crop of about this

magnitude, or more, without much expenditure. It

represents, roughly, the lowest yield at which cultiva-

tion is now profitable. The poorer wheat-growing
lands whose yields might considerably reduce this

average yield have now dropped out of cultivation.

But 32 bushels per acre by no means represents the
amount which could be raised if better cultivation

became general. The maximum crop an acre can pro-

duce under the most favourable circumstances is still

unknown. It is certainly over 88 bushels, for this

amount has been reached on several occasions.

19. In ordinary practice, the only factor affecting

the yield per acre to which any attention is paid

is that of the food materials available in the soil for

the growing crop. Where any deficiencies are sus-

pected these are made up for by the more or less

casual application of artificial manures, mainly in the
form of Chili saltpetre or sulphate of ammonia. The
results are usually profitable. At a rough estimate

the careful use of artificials might increase the average

yield per acre from four up to five quarters. Putting

the value of the extra quarter at 40s. and the cost

of the manures at 15s., this shows a clear profit of 25s.

per acre over and above that of the ordinary crop.

This, too, is obtained with the slightest of risks. But
it is unlikely that the average can be forced above
this figure, for whilst much larger crops can be grown
they become much more expensive to produce, owing

to the operation of the law of diminishing returns,

and owing to the fact that they are very liable to be

laid in rough weather, and consequently are costly to

harvest. Further, these over-fed crops are especially

liable to the attacks of rust and other. fungoid diseases,

and this considerably reduoes their yielding capacity.
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20. Moi'e intensive cultivation will have to go hand-
in-hand with the improvement of the varieties grown.

Stiffer straws, capable of carrying heavier crops, and
varieties resistant to disease will have to be provided
before the most can be made of intensive cultivation.

Some progress has been made in this direction, and
even in 1916, a year when disease has been more
prevalent than usual, and crops have been correspond-
ingly low, yields of 80 bushels to the acre have been
obtained with a rust-resisting variety. Attention will

also have to be paid to other factors determining the
yield per acre besides the available supply of food
materials. Information is badly needed on the effects

of regulating the available water supply by appro-
priate methods of tillage, the effects of deepening the
root-run of the plants, of wider spacing and inter-
tillage during the early stages of growth. Problems
such as these might well be investigated by some of
the experimental stations now in existence.

III.

—

Extension ox Arable Land.

21. There can be no question that an increase in
the arable land of the country will lead to an increase
in the amount of wheat grown. The fact which has
been lost sight of in the past twentj' years must be
insisted on now-a-days, that England is naturally one
of the best, if not the very best, wheat-growing
country in the world. Its climate and much of its
soil are almost ideal for the production of the heaviest
crops. Were it not for these advantages, if our yield,
for instance, had been only that of the United States,
of Canada, or of any of the other great exporting
countries, wheat would have disappeared by now from

our systems of husbandry. But it has kept its nW
in spite of everything merely because our vial^
average some 32 bushels per acre without much tronMa
on the part of the farmers. Die

22. It is certain that there are at least three million
acres suitable for wheat cultivation, and probahl
considerably more. Indeed, in the ’seventies when
the crop was worth some 50s. per quarter, over two
and three-quarter million acres were grown Thiarea can be gradually reoccupied when the profits from
wheat-growing make it economically possible Much
of the land now under grass which would have to b«broken up is heavy and intractable, and it was tb!
difficulty of working it which led to its abandonment
as arable, rather than any lack of fertility. The commg of the motor plough with its capacity for working
cheaply, and still more important, of working rapidly

8

should result in land of this type being got readv
for autumn sowing under any except the most m
favourable conditions.

23. If on the other hand, we consider the extremely
light soils,

_

usually looked upon as unsuitable for
wheat-growing, our increasing knowledge of the bestmethods of handling them and of the best varieties
to grow should make their cultivation profitable
There is, further the possibility of bringing large
areas of land at elevations of 700 to 900 feet underwheat. The occasional crops grown under these condi
tions are often very satisfactory, hut their lateness
and the consequent difficulty of harvesting them
stands in the way of their more extensive growth
it should prove a relatively simple matter to breed
varieties capable of maturing rapidly under these
conditions.

APPENDIX III.

Mi\ O. W. Fielding, when giving evidence before the
bub-Committee (see Summaries of Evidence, para. 56-
76), gave particulars of the “ Agricola ” scheme of
cropping which he had worked out. (Schedule I —
foHows

a &Cheme °f Cl-0PPing-) Mr. Fielding wrote as

“ ^gWy, the scheme involves a rotation of : One
crop of wheat in each three years

; one crop of barlev
oats, peas or beans each three years

;
one clover cronm each seven years

;
and one cleaning root crop in aseven year rotation

;
peas or beans should be introduced

as one of the corn crops to aid the clover and to addnatural nitrogen to the soil.

" Calculating the crop that would result on no higher
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,

age IInited Kingdom yields,

»nd for animalfood that would be produced by the ‘ Agricola ’ systemof cropping was ascertained.
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the rationa needed to feed cattle, sheepand pigs of all ages, as well as the horses to work the
Rations for Animals.)
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<" demonstrable by arithmetic. TheSchedules n. of feeding rations requirements are, how-

So,rr’ f *“'• to *>»» estent, oftlMe 0,lt fnm collected !vermanA months from every source available tn a
proof that, under the while / A?rSa > Sememe ctgrow almost all our own food depends on the accuracy of

THE “ AGRICOLA’’ SCHEME OF CROPPING.

Handed in by Mr. C. W. Fielding.

these Schedules, I have been at great pains to verify
that within small limits the rations are correct. As
a practical check, I fed my own 30 farm horses and 300
cattle of all ages on these rations successfully for twelve
months. I have also put the figures before the best

suRabTt
anC* S° n° °ne kaS seriously disputed their

“ Your Chairman, some months ago, thought my
figures proved too much’. I therefore put them to
another and very severe test. I converted the whole

German crops into starch units of nourishment,
and then worked out what all the animals kept inGermany would have consumed in starch units had
tliey been fed on the ‘Agricola’ rations. (Schedule m.
Germany v. Agricola ’ Starch equivalents.)

#
Rhe insults .show that in total, the proposed rations

ror English animals correspond almost exactly with
the German practice.

I claim, therefore, that these figures demonstrate
that we can produce not only all our bread and
potatoes, but all the food needed for the animals pro-
ducing our meat, milk, cheese, &c., and most of our

if we crop the soil of the United Kingdom in a
1 Pei rotation suitable to the national needs.

What must be done to produce these results?
t irst, it means breaking up 4,000,000 acres of grass
land; second, we must grow wheat in England at least

5 ®Iel11' out of three, produce more oats and barley in

, ,

aj
l>

d and Ireland, and also produce an increased
yi of aboiit 20 per cent, of hay and wurzels through

'T
J"c''®:lS6d consumption of basic slag and other

phosphatic and nitrogenous manures.

„ iP
1® •^(P’icola ’ scheme will also require the import

hofnr
a
+k

radkon tons of oilcake (Germany
'

;
he War imported 2,000,000 tons largely from

nen,-£ rieS)
--n-

Tt wiU r®q™re that we should keep

vm,nJi,
W0 1

J
1Ion more cows, several millions moreS cattle, and that we should increase our

pigs threefold.”
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SCHEDULE I.—“ AGRICOLA " SCHEME OF CROPPING.

Table Showing how the Present Cultivated Area of the United Kingdom clMethod op Cropping, Produce all our Food Requirements.
on a Different

Crops. Proposed
Acreage.

Pro-
duction.
At present

Consumption.
Quantities required to Feed all Humans and Animals.

Averages.
Horses. Cattle. Sheep'. Pigs. Total.

Wheat. Equal to

Flour (the United King-
dom’s needs).

Bran, Middlings and other

Offals.

Straw
Barley, Beans and Peas ...

Grain

Straw
Oats (chiefly Scotland and

Ireland).

Grain
Straw

Potatoes
Turnips ...

Mangolds
Clover, &c.

Acres.

8,000,000
4.000.

000

5.000.

000

1.000.

000
2,000,000

1,000,000

3,000,000

Total Tons

4.830.000

2.070.000

12,000,000

1.950.000

5.000.

000

3.430.000
6.250.000

6.000.

000

30.000.

000

25.000.

000
5.250.000

Tons.

5.786.000

128,000

2.357.000

1.408.000

Tons.

1,286,500

6.200,000

3.200.000

5.462.000

16.735.000

20.782.000

2.008.000

Tons.

803,500

321,000

803,500

12,856,000

Tons.

1.238.000

1
,
9^,000

1,000,000

1.956.000

Qrs.

(32,000,000)
Tons.

2.524.000

11.986.000

1.956.000

5,003,500

3.449.000

6.265.000

29.591.000
25.095.000

3.416.000

Total Arable)
Cultivation }

24,000,000

Meadow Hay
Grass for Grazing

6,000,000

18,000,000

9,000,000 2,000,000 5,341,000 803,000 - 8,144,000

Total Cultivated )

Area ... j
48,000,000

Imported

:

—
Cakes—

Linseed

Decorticated

Cocoanut, Soya, Cotton

Imported

1
11 [-2,000,000 IE

361,500

1.607.000

1.485.000 241,000

— 361,500
1.607.000

1.726.000

Imported
1913.

3,694,500

Maize and Maize Meal 2,459,000 343,000 - - 1,890,000 2,233,000

SCHEDULE II.—“AGRICOLA” RATIONS FOR ANIMALS.

(a.) Food of Horses and Colts : Rations per Horse and Colt per Annum.

Oats. Hay. - Straw. I Maize.
j

MANGOLDS. Grass.

At
lbs.

SI

Total
lbs. per

At
lbs.

s;.

Total
|

lbs. per 1

horse
J

At
lbs.

per
day.

Total

horse

At
lbs.

Total
lbs. per

At
lbs.

£
Total
lbs. per

per ann.j

At
lbs.

Sy.

Total
lbs. per

Work Horses

—

.200 days ... 12 2,400 10 2,000 15 3,000 2 400 15 3,000-.

8 800 5 500 15 1,500 — . — — — 60 6,000
65 „ resting 4 260 10 650 20 1,300 — - —

!

— —
Per Annum ... - 3,460 - 3,150 - 5,800 - 400 - 3,000 - 6,000

Colts (Average)

—

365 days
1

2 730 ! 10 3,650 10 3,650 - - - - 20 7,300
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(6.) Total Food per Annum for Horses and Colts.

1,920,000 Work Horses. 600,000 Colts.

Total
per ann.At lbs.

per Horse
Total Tons

At lbs.

per Colt
Total Tons
per ann.

3,460 2,965,000 730 163,000

Tons.
3,128,000

3,150 2,593,000 3,650 815,000 3,408,000

Straw ,, 5,800 4,971,000 3,650 815,000 5,786,000

Maize 400 343,000 — — 343,000 :

Mangolds 3,000 2,357,000 — — 2,357,000

Grass 6,000 4,714,000 7,300 1,630,000 6,344,000

(c.) Cattle—during 180 Winter Days.

2,000,000

Calves,
0-6 mths. old.

2,000,000
6-12 mths.

old.

2,000,000
12-18 mths.

old.

3.600,000

18-80 mths. olci

and Dry Cows

500,000 Fatting
Stock.

4 500,000
Milking

Total

Lbs.

£y.

'Total

for 180
days.

Lbs.

is.

Total
for 180
days.

Lbs.

if

Total
for 180
days.

Lbs.

if

Total
for 180
days.

Lbs. each
per day.

Total
for 180

days.

Lbs.

per
day.

Total
for 180

Winter

Wheat and Oat Stiaw
Tons.

6

Tons.
803,000 15

Tons.
2,409.000 20

Tons.
6 C2ft 000 15

Tons.
603.000 16

Tons.
5.422,000

Tons.

14,862,000
Meadow Hay 2 321,000 6 803,000 6 803,000 ft 1,406,000 6 • 201,000 5
Clover Hay Summer, 5 201,000 5 1,807,000
Mangolds 3 482,000 60 2,410,000 17,890,000
Turnips 6 803,000 20 1,212,000 30 3,438,000 3,80u,00u
Linseed

Decorticated Cake 1 160,000

~ 6
Summer, 3

241.000

120,600 }-
4

861,600

Cotton, Soya, or Coco- 2 320,000 321.000 8 844,000
nut Cake. - - - - 2 563,000 - - 2 723,600 1,286,600

During 180 Summer Days cattle will be out at grass, the following Cake Allowances being made to Fatting
Cattle only, viz. :

—

3 lbs. of cake and 5 lbs. of clover hay.

(d.) Sheep.

—
12,000,000

Ewes and Lambs.
For 60 days.

-

12,000,000
Sheep Fattening.

For 90 days.

24,000,000
Sheep.

For 120 days. Total
Tons

per annum.
At lbs. Total

Tons.
At lbs.

per day.
Total
Tons.

At lbs. Total
Tons.

Oats

Oat and Barley Straw
Ha7
Turnips
Cake

1

1

1

5

321,000

321,0U0
321,000

1,605,000

1

10

4

482.000

4,821,000

241.000

1

5

1,286,000

6,430,000

321.000

1,607,000

803.000

12,856,000

241.000

(«.) Pigs.

—
6,000,000

Growing (2-8 months).
For 365 days.

2,000,000 Fattening
(8-10 mouths).
For 365 days.

800,000
Sows.

For 865 days. TOTAL
Tons

!
per annum.

At lbs.

'

per day.
Total
Tons.

At lbs.

per day,
Total
Tons.

At lbs.

per day.

Total
Tons.

Pollard, Sharps and Middlings
Barley, Meal, Beans and Peas
Maize Meal
Potatoes (boiled)

Mangolds
Straw

1
;

1

1
1

2

978,000

978,000

978,000

1,956,000

3

2
978.000

,

652.000

652,000

2

2

260,000

260,000

1.238.000

i
1,956,000

1.890.000

652,' -00

1 956 000

1 ,000,000
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SCHEDULE HI.—GERMANY v. “ AGRICOLA ’’ STARCH EQUIVALENTS.

Table showing Conparison in Starch Equivalents between Actual Consumption op Food by Animals
and Calculated Consumption under “ Agricola ’’ Scheme.

Actual Consumption. Consumption under “Agricola”
Scheme.

Total
Consumption.

At Starch
Equivalents.

Starch
Equivalents.

Total
Consumption.

At Starch
Equivalents.

Starch
Equivalents.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Feeding Stupp Rations.

Wheat and Rye offals

Barley

Beans and Peas
Oats

Maize and Maize Meal
Linseed and Oil Seeds

Hemp and Rape ...

Oilcakes

5.534.000

6.647.000
1.654.000

9.407.000
904,n00

1.129.000

312.000
526.000

0-54
0-74
0-69
0-63

0-

84

1-

19
1-00
0-55

2,988,360

4,918,780
1,141,260

5,866,410
759,360

1,343,510
312,000
289,300

5.375.000

4.888.000

5.926.000

5.367.000

361,000

5.099.000

0-54
0-74

0-63
0-84
1*19

0-55

2,902,500

3,617,120

3,733,380
4,508,280

429,590

2,804,450

Total por Feeding Stuff
j

Rations j
26,113,000 - 17,618,980 27,010,000 - 17,995,320

Root Rations.

Mangolds ...

Turnips
Potato and Sugar Beet Residues

from Distilling, &c., say ..

Total Root Rations

36.900.000

10.060.000

15,000,000

0-07
0-07

0-15

2.583.000

704,200

2.250.000

82,127,000 0-07 5,748,890

61,960,000 5,537,200 82,127,000 - 5,748,890

Fodder Rations.

Hay ...

Wheat and Rye Straw

Barley Straw
Oat Straw
Mixed Corn

„ Straw

30.015.000

32,000,000

5,000,000

13.500.000

2,228.000

2,000j000

0-24
0-11

0-17
0-20
0-70
0-20

7.203.600

3.520.000

850.000
2.700.000

1.559.600

400.000

19.057.000

35.632.000

0-24

Average.
0-14

4,573,680

4,988,480

84,743,000 - 16,933,200 54,689,000 - 9,562,160

Needed for Winter Rations ... 54,689,000 - 9,562,160 - - -

Surplus for Summer Feeding
j

of Excess Cattle ... )

30,054,000 - 6,671,040 - -
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APPENDIX IV.

DUMBER OP PERSONS ENGAGED IN AGRICULTURE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AS
RETURNED AT EACH CENSUS FROM 1831-1911.

1831
1841

1851

1h61

1871

1881
1891

1901

1911

1831
1841

1851

1861

1871

1881
1891
1901

1911

1831
1841

1851

1861
1871

1881
1891
1901

1911

1831
1841

1851
1861

1871

1881...

1891

1901
1911

Farm employees.

276,037
229,060
226,515
226,957

225,569
203,329

201,918
202,751

208,761

79,853
51,082

48,658
54,677

48,396
48,116

47,525

45,573
43,966

659,613

453,268
384,089
413,491
392,251

382,342
348,435
328,853
328,473

1,015,503
733,410
659,262
695,125

666,216

633,787

597,878
577,177

581,200

England and Wales.

(ft)

19,172

22,916

22,778
24,338

20,614
21,692

21,548

20,027

(c)

(c)

111,704

92,321

76,328
75,197

67,287

89,165
97,689

799,875
922,855

1,114,905

1,106,279

935,143

849,829

774,762

631,728

665,258

Scotland.

q)
3,793
4,865

6,410

6,817

7,067
6,807

7,522

6,712

S)
24,1G8

17,603

34,473

16,191

17,081

17,550

87,292

148,215

148,783

138,359
122,227

105,593

98,718

88,091

87,832

Ireland.

(ft)

18,134

19,707
27,391

31,390

59,586
68,568

70,534
54,694

00
(<0

(o)

00
16,473

189,576

212,731
214,261

169,246

567,441

1,228,771

935,027

799,219

665,896
434,282

374,147

335,084
344.902

United Kingdom.

(ft)

41,100

47,488

56,579
62,545

87,267

97,067

99,904
81,433

(<Q
id)

U)
Id)

127,274
280,964

297,099

320,976

283,662

1,454,608

2,299,841

2,198,715

2,042,857

1,723,266

1,389,704

1,247,627

1,054,903

1,097,992

(ft)

37,294

143,021

90,249

57,988

40,346
24,150

12,002

13,245

(ft)

18,511

54,527

40,653

42,773
44,172

22,055

19,810

15,037

(ft)

126,549

148,676

89,159

81,950

45,774

27,043
16,542

5,287

(ft).

182.354

346,224

220,061

182,711
130,292

73,248

48.354

33,569

(?) “ the me of Scotland " Feuara " and « Portions™.’ 1

(ft) Presumably included with males.
'

(c) No return.

00
(o)

,453,124

,425,557

,237,040

,128,355

,043,967

923,644

971,708

00
00

221,609
210,639

205,096
169,900
163,324

151,214

148,425

(a)

S300
00

1,074,620

1,006,200

935,313
878,198
842,621

$
00>)

1,516,756

1,304,455

1,142,604

,953,056

,962,754

00
56,466

165,937

113,027

82,326

45,842

33,550

33,272

00
22,304

59,392

47,063

49,590

51,239

28,862

27,632

21,749

00
144,683

168,383

116,550

113,340

105,360

95,611

87,076

59,981

00
00
00Co)

245^256

217,559

170,315

148,258

115,002

(ci) Not returned as such (except for Great Britain in 1851 and 1861).

(1) It must be remembered that the basis of the
above figures is the description which each house-
holder gives of himself, and the members of his house-
hold. The number of farmers and graziers shown
above bears no relation to the number of persons
occupying agricultural land, but represents only such
as described themselves as farmers or graziers on their
Census schedules, by reason of farming or crazing
being then- only, or principal, source of livelihood
In Ireland, for example, the number of agricultural
occupiers in 1911 above 6 acres was 421,196, while
the number of farmers and graziers according to theCensus Returns aaa 6

•as 383,167.

(2) Owing to tfce different methods of classification
•e returns for 1831 and 1841 dr. 0flwi v.„r- i.Uurns for 1831 and 1841 do not afford reliable

comparisons either with each other or with later years,and the same stipulation applies more or less to the1851 census. With regard to later censuses also itshould be remembered that occupation definitions donot carry precisely the same significance decade bv

justified

and C°nSeqUently °l03e ComParisons are not

(3) Farmers’ female relatives are excluded as they
are largely engaged in domestic duties and cannot be
regarded as mainly employed on the work of the farm.
.(4)

“ Farm Employees ” comprise (in the later
censuses) Farm. Bailiffs, Foremen, Shepherds, persons
in charge of horses and cattle, and ordinary farm
labourers, but in the reports for earlier years such
detailed classifications are not given. In 1861“
drovers ” are included for Ireland, as in the Irish

return for that year “ herds ” were comprised in the
category “ herds and drovers.”

(6) The figures for the later censuses relate to
persons aged 10 years and upwards, but the returns
tor 1841 (and 1851 in the case of Ireland), comprise
also children below 10 years, while the occupation
census of 1881, was apparently confined to persons of
20 years and upwards.

(6) Persons engaged in market gardening and other
auxiliary agricultural pursuits, are excluded on
account of the difficulty of giving comparative figures
for the different censuses.

(7) The figures from 1881 onwards exclude the
retired, who are included in some or all -of the earlier
censuses.
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